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Introduction
The 2021-25 Strategic Planning Task Force would like to express our gratitude to everyone who shared
their vision for our beloved First Unitarian Church. We endeavored to capture as many voices and gather
as much information from our members as we could, recognizing that doing so during a pandemic had
its limitations. We realize that it’s impossible to include everyone’s opinion on every issue. This strategic
plan is meant to capture the themes we heard from many members and those ideas that had energy
behind them, because all of us are needed to carry this vision, these plans, forward. In no way is the
intent of this strategic plan a means to deny members their own pursuit of their own visions within First
Unitarian. We, the task force members, submit this strategic plan with humility and gratitude for our
beloved church community.

How the Strategic Planning Task Force Was Created
The board created the Strategic Planning Task Force in May 2020 to assist the congregation in
developing a five-year strategic plan for 2021-2025. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic demanding
immediate decisions that had to be made to keep church members safe, the task force delayed the start
of its deliberations, so the strategic planning horizon was extended to 2022-2026. The extended
planning effort also involved a change in membership of the task force from 2020 to 2021.
The original task force consisted of four board representatives and four non-board members of the
congregation. Two of the board representatives subsequently cycled off the board and the task force:
Doug Loescher and Gina Kennedy. Heather Clark was board president when the task force began and
stayed on the task force when her term ended in January 2021. Jake Barkdoll, Kelsey Atherton and Alisa
Cooper de Uribe stepped off the task force at various points during the process. Rev. Angela Herrera
worked with the task force in 2020 and stepped off starting with her sabbatical in January 2021. The
lion’s share of the planning work was accomplished in 2021 with the following members:
Board Member
Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

Non-Board Members
Gilbert Gutierrez (Chairperson)
Heather Clark
Michael McDonald
Amy Sun

Board’s Charge to the Strategic Planning Task Force
The board charged the task force to work with the congregation, via forums and other events, to
develop a five-year strategic plan and present it at the 2022 Annual Meeting. The plan was to include
proposals for strategic directions, the key assets and opportunities to leverage, and potential actions to
take.
The board also specified two constraints to the scope of this strategic plan.
1. This planning effort is taking place during one of the biggest challenges that our congregation (not to
mention our world) might ever face: the COVID-19 pandemic. The board noted that the effort to do
strategic planning would be competing with the more pressing need to respond to the public health
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crisis. The strategic plan should acknowledge the crisis and include long-term implications within the
planning horizon, but the strategic plan should also address a broader set of strategic directions.
2. This congregation built a new sanctuary in 2016 and just completed a successful capital campaign to
renovate the social hall in 2019. In spring 2021, the congregation voted to purchase the Arc Building
on the south side of the existing campus. While the board directed the task force to listen for input
about church facilities, and in particular ideas related to how to use the Arc Building, this Strategic
Planning Task Force was not tasked with campus master planning nor deciding what to do with the
Arc Building, or even deciding how to decide. The board cautioned the task force not to be overly
limited by financial concerns, but to note any financial implications in the final report. This strategic
plan includes campus master planning as one of the important strategic planning directions going
forward.

The Bigger Picture: Putting the Plan into the Context of Our Mission and History
The strategic directions described in this plan all represent efforts to be more intentional about things
we already do or try to do as a church. Taking action to move in these directions will strengthen the
effectiveness and reach of our church.
First Unitarian has enjoyed a sustained period of growth over the last 20 years. Since the last strategic
plan in 2015, we have added members and staff, renovated our social hall and purchased the Arc
Building. These are successes to celebrate and assets to leverage. At the same time, our church is still
growing. We have made significant progress in developing the structures and processes that can serve a
large church; however, it is clear from conversations with various church groups that First Unitarian now
faces challenges and opportunities commensurate with being a large congregation, as defined by the
Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations. These challenges include how to integrate new
members, grow new leaders, start new groups, strengthen existing programs, provide ways for church
members to “plug in” to existing groups and events, and continually improve how we communicate with
each other. Due to this growth, and the ongoing fatigue caused by the pandemic, the five-year plan
developed by the task force emphasizes being more intentional about what we already do rather than
embarking on new strategic directions.
It is also worth noting the extent to which this strategic plan honors the mission covenant of First
Unitarian. All strategic directions correspond with several elements of our mission covenant.

Strategic Directions:

Mission Covenant:
Promote the spiritual,
intellectual, and personal
growth of each member
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Strategic Directions:

Minister to each other in
an atmosphere of
welcome, acceptance, and
caring
Be a positive force for
social, environmental, and
economic action

Anti-racism,
antioppression,
Multicultural
-ism

Church
for All
Ages

Engagement
&
Connection

Welcoming
Campus

Social
Justice

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Promote the wider
understanding of our
purposes and principles in
the larger community
Provide a dynamic
religious education
program for all ages

X

X

X

X

X

How the Strategic Planning Task Force, and You, Created the Plan
The task force began meeting regularly in June 2020, beginning with the board to discuss the church’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. As it became clear that spring and summer the extent
to which the global pandemic was affecting our church and members – including the necessity of
unanticipated decision-making to keep the congregation healthy and the lack of energy among
volunteers who needed to focus on their families and health – the task force transitioned its focus from
a more traditional strategic planning process to one that acknowledged the liminal space we are in: All is
flux; what were givens no longer are. How do you decide on what paths to take in the future when there
is no clarity about what paths will be possible?
After that moment to breathe and understand our new reality, the task force renewed its work in 2021.
Rev. Angela Herrera helped the task force develop several questions for a series of “Discernment
Circles” that the task force facilitated with many church groups in the summer of 2021. These questions
were informed by a course by the Rev. Susan Beaumont called “How to Lead When You Don’t Know
Where You’re Going,” which Angela took in August 2020.
1. Story (Where have we been): What is the story of our church?
2. Soul (Who are we): What is the soul of this church?
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3. Calling (Where are we going): What is our congregation’s unique and irresistible calling now?
(What themes will our next chapter include?)
In May through July 2021, the task force met with dozens of people in groups within First Unitarian that
represented a broad cross section of interests, perspectives and priorities. Each group was led through
the questions above, and the task force captured input with an online white board tool called Miro. This
input can be reviewed in the appendix at the end of this report or online.
The following groups were included in these Discernment Circles:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Former ministers who are members
Care Team
East Mountain Branch
Earth Web
LGBITQ+ Group
People of Color Group
Religious Education (RE) Council

●
●
●
●

Social Justice Council
Socorro Branch
Worship Team
Youth Group

●

Foothills Neighborhood

The task force synthesized key themes based on hundreds of comments from these meetings. Some of
these topics reflected elements of our church that are going well, to be celebrated and continued.
●
●
●

Staff, ministers and leadership
Growth and outreach
Spirituality and worship

The other topics represented elements that need time, intention and effort to shift direction or leverage
assets toward achieving shared goals.
●
●
●
●
●

Anti-racism, anti-oppression, inclusion, and a multicultural church
Multigenerational church
Re-engagement and support for each other
Campus and physical and communications infrastructure
Social justice actions

Additionally, the task force focused its work by noting that there are many existing activities that do not
appear in the Strategic Plan — Sunday worship services, Family Promise, Food Pantry, vespers services
via Zoom, and the successful work of many church groups, for example. It is assumed that these vital
activities will continue to take place, but new strategic directions are not needed for them to continue
to be successful and effective, although their work might be enriched in response to some of the
church’s proposed strategic directions.
The task force vetted these directions with the ministers, staff and the board before embarking on a
second phase of engagement with the congregation in December 2021.
The task force prepared posters and handouts, hosted breakout rooms after Sunday services via Zoom
and a table in the courtyard after in-person services for three Sundays in December, as well as an
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evening meeting on Dec. 9. These sessions allowed participants to learn about the strategic planning
process, weigh in on the proposed strategic directions, provide input about priorities and offer potential
actions to take. The task force also posted an online survey that allowed participants to weigh in about
the importance of each strategic direction and offer any other thoughts. The task force was gratified
that most of the input received during the second phase showed the strategic plan’s directions were on
the right track. Input is reflected in the Appendix.
In December and January, the task force met to synthesize and vet the ideas gathered throughout the
process and to draft the strategic plan. On behalf of the task force, Michael McDonald gave a pulpit
editorial on Jan. 9 via Zoom and during the in-person service. The task force will present this plan to the
board in January 2022 and expects a congregational vote at the annual meeting on Jan. 30, 2022.
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The 2022-26 Strategic Plan Findings
What’s Going Well
All the input gathered indicated that, on the whole, we are a healthy church with many successes in our
past and assets in our present that we can use in the future to achieve our goals. These strengths were
summarized by church members as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Exceptional ministers and staff
Beautiful, functional buildings and grounds
Amazing technical capabilities, like Zoom
Meaningful worship services with a mix of spiritual, educational, musical and social justice
elements
A spiritually rich, supportive congregation
An ever-widening circle of connection
Successful religious education programs
Meaningful social justice work
A legacy of learning to be welcoming to LGBTQA+ people

Summary of Strategic Directions
The following strategic directions represent elements that signal we need more intentional work to
strengthen our efforts and effectiveness in these areas. Each of the strategic directions is described in
more detail in the next section of this strategic plan, including what to consider and potential actions to
take.

Anti-racism, antioppression and
multiculturalism
Church for All Ages
Engagement &
Connection
Welcoming Campus
Social Justice

Embracing multiple cultures in our church and building our relational
skills to be fully inclusive.
Weaving all ages into all we do to support each other at each stage of
our lives.
Strengthening connections and deepening relationships to care for
each other.
Putting our campus and information technology to work to serve our
values.
Joining forces with community partners and our youth to work for
social, economic and environmental justice.
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Order of Strategic Directions
The task force observed that there is a strategic order for some of these directions. Some introspective,
foundational work is needed before we engage in intentional outreach or branch out to work in an
inclusive manner in the larger community.
Our foundations need to be built so that we can be multicultural and multigenerational in all that we do
together and with our community partners, particularly before we renew our efforts to do outreach and
engagement beyond our church to be most effective.
●

●
●

●

Anti-racism and anti-oppression work is needed so that our church can embrace multiple
cultures. This requires personal and interpersonal work that we need to accomplish to be fully
inclusive. It needs to be done so that we can collectively realize true inclusiveness and
acceptance of all our current and future members. We must embody the change we want to see
in the world.
We need to do the work to become a church for all ages before we can fully engage our youth
into our social justice work.
We need to do the work to re-engage with each other and re-knit our social bonds to support
each other before we do outreach to bring others into our congregation. While no members
advocated growing just to grow, several members noted that becoming more multicultural may
open our doors to new members of color. Similarly, engaging in social justice work with
community partners will elevate our profile in the larger community, which could result in
drawing in new members. When those new members arrive, we must be ready to be a
welcoming congregation to them.
The work to become a more inclusive and multicultural congregation will ultimately serve all
that we do.
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Strategic Directions
A healthy, effective church picture includes the following strategic directions. These are noted in black
below as opportunities to improve ourselves and what we already do in order to build on our assets to
achieve our goals. The already-successful elements of our church are noted in gray. Ministers and staff
and our campus and technology are noted as pillars that support our ability to have successful and
meaningful spirituality and worship and an engaged, supportive congregation. Social justice work grows
out of these foundations, and growth and outreach work is the fruit of all our efforts.
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Anti-racism, anti-oppression, and multiculturalism: Embracing multiple cultures in our
church and building our relational skills to be fully inclusive
A call for actions after George Floyd’s death resonated with our congregants during the discernment
process, so one of our strategic directions focuses on efforts toward dismantling racism and oppression
against people of color. Since its inception, First Unitarian has experienced growth in membership that
does not reflect Albuquerque’s population. We believe our congregation has the spiritual and physical
capacity to grow into a more inclusive environment and open our doors to the broader community.
It took more than a decade, many hours of volunteer work, public demonstrations and countless
sermons for First Unitarian to achieve its vision to become a truly welcoming congregation for our
LBGTQA+ friends and families. It will take a similar or greater effort to fully address multicultural issues.
While we celebrate and embrace diversity, we must lean into discomfort and learning from other
cultures as we strengthen our relationships. An example is incorporating other cultures into our
services.
Becoming a multicultural church inevitably requires an introspection from within before any actions can
be taken. Every aspect of our current practice needs to be examined: bottom-up and top-down in order
to inspire new ideas. Conducting a focused year of actions toward adoption of the 8th principle is
needed. We cannot do this work alone. We will use lessons learned from other congregations that have
adopted the 8th principle and identify areas that our church must change to be more inclusive.
What do we mean by this? Our church and our denomination places white culture at the center and
provides little room or tolerance for how people of other cultures act, behave, make decisions and share
power. For many members, this remains an unconscious bias of those in the dominant culture, who are
unaware that other cultures provide alternative and equally valid ways of behaving. This, in turn, creates
a hostile environment for too many people of color.
Examples of this show up when we:
●

●
●

●

Oppose embodied, communal, or outward expressions of engagement and spiritual joy during
church services, even to the extent of frowning on clapping after musical performances or chats
during Zoom services. This intellectualized approach to church contrasts with clapping and
frequent shouts of “Amen” and “Preach” commonly heard in historically black churches.
Characterize white European classical music as superior and advocate that it remain the
dominant element in the music chosen for worship services in the church.
Give excessive power to the wealthy and their financial generosity by, for example, initiating big
projects by first quietly polling significant donors for their interests and direction and then
seeking approval from those with members who’ve given less in the past.
Favor traditional white culture where children in church should be seen but not heard over
cultures that emphasize sharing the joy of religion with their children, meeting them where they
are and welcoming children of all ages in all aspects of life in the community.

First Unitarian is overwhelmingly white, upper class, and highly educated. In order to make space for
members of different backgrounds, we must work toward de-centering whiteness, honoring lived
experience as much as education and addressing inequities in access to church activities and decisionmaking for families with lower incomes.
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Possible actions:
●
●

●

●
●

●

Conduct a focused year of action and adopt the 8th principle.
○ See: https://www.8thprincipleuu.org.
Focus on existing church elements that need to change.
○ Example: Coffee hour mixer with a conversation topic about what would make the
church more welcoming.
De-center whiteness to make space for many cultures.
○ Example: Each committee uses the Widening the Circle report to evaluate and improve
process and procedures.
Celebrate and embrace diversity.
○ Example: First Unitarian potluck featuring each family’s cultural dish.
Lean into discomfort and learning other cultures as we build our relationships.
○ Example: Book clubs focused on anti-racism, skill building around multiculturalism or
learning about a new culture.
Look for opportunities to fold other languages into our services.
○ Example: Adopt the Las Voces del Camino UU song book in our services.

While our church is not the source of our nation's discontent, we are actors in it. We are hurting our
own members through our unexamined, persistent acts of racism and other oppression in ourselves and
our institution. Although we do not intend these harms, it is past time that we own our impact and work
to do better. These patterns have left our church a cultural island of uniformity in a sea of diversity in
our larger New Mexico communities. It is time to be the change we wish to see. It is time to build that
diverse multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that dismantle racism and other oppressions in
ourselves and our institution here and now.
This work will not be easy. It will have us re-thinking cherished ideas, such as a diversity of music, the
right ways for doing worship, our processes for making decisions and even the right ways for interacting
with one another.
But through these actions, we will learn to embrace multiple cultures. We will learn about our own gaps
in knowledge and understanding. We will gain skills for vulnerability, humility, and repair after inevitable
mistakes and understandings. We will gain allies and friends across a wider group of people. We will
develop deeper and sustainable ways to change our society to serve everyone better.
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Church for All Ages: Weaving all ages into all we do to support each other at each stage
of our lives
Our church has been fueled by the enthusiasm and curiosity of our young participants, and we want to
adapt ideas and activities that draw participation across all age groups. This means intentionally
embracing a multigenerational approach to church. Right now, our church culture is overly focused on
the needs for older members and, as such, has a hard time addressing the needs across all generations.
We have made important changes, especially by better supporting our Religious Education program, by
improving how we welcome children into our Sunday services and by encouraging youth representation
on committees and inviting them into other activities.
We should continue with what works well and make more space for youth and our younger adults in
every aspect of our church functions. The puppet theater, a Story for All Ages, the Coming of Age
ceremony, daycare, baby and child dedication ceremonies and Religious Education are much treasured.
Young adult groups provide opportunities to bond socially with each other and to the church, typically
before people start families. Extended families and RE help support families with young children and
adults as they age and move through various life stages. These existing resources and programs benefit
all members and build resilient people and relationships through long-term, everlasting connections.
The pandemic has significantly disrupted some of this work. We plan to use the disruption to re-work
how we do Religious Education in the church, as well as how we can make all church life inviting and
welcoming to people of all ages. We need to creatively build on these ideas to ensure children and their
parents feel welcome in our Sanctuary, Social Hall and RE Building. We can prioritize family ministry so
parents can feel connected while they worship at First Unitarian.
We can take actions on new ideas from our youth to keep the RE energized and fun. Religious education
must evolve to keep pace with the ever-changing youth culture where so much learning takes place
online and information is fast and furious. Rethinking religious education is needed to maximize our
social time with youth while instilling our core values.
We need to remain intentional about leadership succession within the church in terms of generational
transitions, and we need to create and institutionalize opportunities to build skills and capacity from an
early age and throughout the evolution of volunteers and leaders in order to help all groups be more
effective in their work.
Possible actions:
● Embrace multigenerational approach to church.
○ Example: Encourage congregants who are not parents of RE children to serve in RE.
● Prioritize family ministry.
○ Example: Host multigenerational retreats.
● Rethink Religious Education (RE).
○ Example: Prioritize fun, social time with stealth religious education.
● Build resilient people and relationships through long-term connections.
○ Example: Regularly seed new multigenerational extended families.
● Develop a more immersive learning environment for both children and our older congregants.
○ Example: Organize multigenerational social justice actions.
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Engagement & Connection: Strengthening connections and deepening relationships to
care for each other
Our ministry might start with our ministerial staff, but it doesn’t end there. Ministering, or caring for
each other, and deepening our relationships among our members was in the hearts of many people in
our congregation. The distance between us due to the pandemic brought out a strong desire to become
closer and to care more for each other. It also magnified an ongoing challenge for our large church; it is
sometimes difficult to reach everyone with all that’s going on and for people looking for a particular
connection to find what they’re looking for.
An important step suggested by several long-time church members was to revisit our Mission Covenant
as a congregation. The process of looking at our mission covenant provides the opportunity to collect
the evolved or new sense of the church -- what we now want to covenant together to do -- and gives us
a chance to commit to that updated agreement. This is one way to strengthen and reaffirm our
commitment to each other.
Deepening relationships takes time and effort, and some church members believe we need to be very
intentional and compassionate about how and when we do this. Our congregation was described by
many as their family, an indication of how deep some want those ties to go. And with any family,
troubles and problems arise. That’s natural and healthy. So, let’s build our skills around recovering from
mistakes and repairing our relationships within our congregation, particularly as we take on difficult
conversations around race, class, gender and all the other ways that our complex identities and
unconscious biases play out in all our church systems and personal interactions.
As with many suggestions, our virtual environment plays a role in deepening relationships, too. Let’s
take a fresh look and use our experience over the past two years to revisit how we Zoom, our
collaboration with the branches, how we run meetings or affinity groups to reach our goal of deeper
connections. The pandemic has given us some fresh insight on how to better bridge the distances
between us and try more intentionally to meet everyone’s needs.
And how will we know whether all this is working? Let’s launch a permanent committee to keep a pulse
on the congregations through surveys and listening sessions. The committee can report back regularly
to see how we’re doing.
Possible actions:
●
●
●

●

Revisit our Mission Covenant for our church.
Organize workshops to develop skills to lean in on how we minister and nurture each other,
such as workshops in how to better communicate, such as Non-violent Communication, conflict
resolution, and cultural humility.
Revisit our how-to’s in Zoom, the branches, meetings and groups to deepen relationships.
○ Example: Explore ways of making decisions in committees that reflect our UU values.
○ Example: Organize committee chairs to rethink how their committees operate to ensure
they function for all church members.
Launch an ongoing group to keep a constant pulse on the congregation through surveys,
listening sessions, etc.
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Welcoming Campus: Putting our campus and information technology to work to serve
our values
The global pandemic proved that the strength of our spiritual community transcends our ability to
congregate in person, even as our inability to gather in-person underlined the power, comfort, and
meaning we find in doing so. Many members missed the beauty and the oasis of our church campus
while we were closed due to public safety concerns.
Our large church property; beautiful outdoor spaces, including the beloved courtyard and cottonwood
around which our many church buildings are anchored, the wildlife refuge newly fenced for privacy and
security, and the memorial garden; new sanctuary; renovated social hall; separate RE building; and
recently purchased Arc Building are all significant assets that we can leverage to serve many purposes.
As we make plans for what comes next, our church campus offers significant opportunities to support
our congregation and our larger mission as a church.
In addition to supporting our need to gather and serve each other, our church facilities also provide an
opportunity to be leveraged to serve our mission. By inviting people onto our campus for events that
center social, environmental and economic action, we can use our church facilities as a resource to
promote our purposes and principles in the larger community.
Our congregation’s vote to purchase the Arc Building in spring 2021 signaled a priority for adequate
space to gather to support the work of many church groups, as well as the opportunity to host other
organizations that do meaningful social justice work. Many church members were excited to see the Arc
Building put to work to support our commitment to social justice in this way.
An important step that seemed to have significant support across many church groups was to update
the church’s campus master plan, not only to integrate the Arc Building more fully into our campus but
also to find the most efficient and effective allocation of space for many, sometimes competing,
purposes. The campus master plan should address how to prioritize and program spaces and connect
church buildings and outdoor spaces. The master planning effort is also a good opportunity to address
campus safety and security and the effects of homeless neighbors and others using our campus
overnight. This concern was identified by several survey respondents.
Making these decisions is an important opportunity to propel our church to the next level of
effectiveness and recognition as a leader in social justice efforts.
As we plan to harness this opportunity, some church members cautioned that we need to be very
intentional about creating democratic decision-making processes and to remain especially mindful of
issues of privilege and the potential for inequitable outcomes. Other church members underlined the
importance of improving accessibility to church buildings, outdoor areas for worship and activities, and
indoor gathering spaces. Just as our campus must serve everyone equitably from a socioeconomic and
physical perspective, we must also be intentional around planning to make all of our facilities childfriendly, family-friendly and as safe as possible for people as they experience the challenges of aging.
Finally, we also need to remember that our Albuquerque campus is but one of our physical presences.
As we make decisions about resources and programming, we also need to consider the assets and
opportunities of our other branch campuses: the East Mountains and Socorro.
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Our satellite campuses enjoy the Zoom services and want the virtual platform to continue. They also
suggest hosting services such that our Albuquerque congregants can visit and experience the intimate
and familial environment that for the few that dedicate their time to maintain and sustain our church
branches.
Possible actions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Collaborate across church groups in updating the campus master plan, including the many
groups that have programmatic needs and helpful input.
Prioritize the social justice work that can be leveraged by our church facilities.
Revisit worship service days and times to ensure they serve the needs of all members.
Develop in-person vesper services.
Consider hosting Mountain Desert District conference and co-hosting events with other
organizations in our communities.
Make scheduling and reserving rooms easy and include set-up and break down time.
Build upon technology and social media for outreach and growth.
Renew our focus to address campus safety and security, while intentionally following our values
concerning homeless people using our facility and grounds.
○ Identify affordable technology to better secure our offices.
○ Identify and bring in UUA resources to help address this concern.
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Social Justice: Joining forces with community partners and our youth to work for social,
economic, and environmental justice
Social Justice defines this church and service has been the soul of the church. First Unitarian’s social
justice efforts include the food pantry, citizenship classes, tutoring for our neighborhood’s children,
English as a Second Language program, addiction recovery ministry, and Family Promise.
We already partner with other church and social service groups. We use church facilities to serve lowincome and marginalized communities and to host public concerts and gatherings. This strategic
direction is to put fuller attention to the causes, to partner more fully with others and to use our
resources more intentionally.
As noted above, this strategic direction is intentionally listed last in this plan, as energy and effort first
needs to go toward our internal work to become more aware of the ways that we harbor implicit bias
personally and center whiteness institutionally and build skills around cultural humility and repair after
inevitable mistakes and misunderstandings. Similarly, we need to do the work to integrate all ages into
all we do as a church before expecting our youth to embrace partnering with us and stepping up to be
leaders in our social justice efforts. We must engage in these prerequisites before reaching out to our
community partners so that we do not perpetuate the harms and power imbalance of the past. Finally,
in order to be the most effective and strategic in our social justice work, we need our anti-racism and
anti-oppression work to help us develop a deeper understanding and sophistication about the
interconnected, systemic, and structural aspects of race, economics and the environment.
Possible actions:
● Rally and build on efforts among church groups for a churchwide social justice cause.
● Join forces with other faith communities for a social justice cause in the larger community.
● Create training and mentoring programs to develop youth leaders to replace aging cohorts.
● Actively offer our church facilities to like-minded social organizations for meeting rooms, office
space and events.
● Hold forums and participate in actions that recognize the interconnected issues of race,
economy and the environment.
● Host social justice events that support our values and elevate our presence and effectiveness in
the community.
● Address the root causes of homelessness in the community through our social justice work as
we address its impacts on our campus.
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APPENDIX
•

•

Discernment Circles
o Facilitation script
o Input by Church Group
Phase 2 Engagement
o Powerpoint
o Handout
o Input from Breakout Rooms via Zoom
o Input at the Table after In-person service
o Input from the Survey

• Input by Key Themes
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Discernment Circles
●
●

Facilitation script
Input by Church Group
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Discernment Circles
May - June 2021
Facilitation Script

Goal: Connect participants with the larger church story; begin to envision themes of the next
“chapter.”

Task Force Roles
Facilitator:
● Leads the conversation, speaks the lines from the script in quotes below.
● Opens Miro Board and shares screen.
● Helps type verbal comments onto stickies if Notetaker is busy cutting/pasting from chat.
Notetaker:
● Copies templates in Miro to another location on the board and labels with name of group
and date for conversation.
○ https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lNS_zMA=/
○ If Miro isn’t working, can use Jamboard:
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1cz7m0vS57u8ZpwPaWjCL5edxvmhKr3EehCUHV8ygHk/edit?usp=sharing
● Helps cut/paste from chat and typing verbal comments into stickies on Miro.
● Listens for themes.
● Helps answer questions.

Agenda / Script
I.

Greetings + Meeting Intro

(~1-2 min)

“Thank you for [having us here / being here] today.
First Unitarian does a strategic plan every 5 years or so to understand the main parts of
our mission and to identify potential actions to support our mission.
The Board has created a Strategic Planning task force. Given the changes in the world -the pandemic, the urgency around racial justice -- we are talking with groups in the
church about how this moment in history may affect what comes next for us.”
UUABQ – Strategic Planning Task Force
Facilitation Script – Discernment Circles – Summer 2021
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II.

Participant Introductions

(~2-5 min)

“Let’s start with introductions. If you would, put your name, the year you joined the
church (or started attending if you are not a member), and who the minister was at that
time in the chat.
We’ll also take turns doing this out loud. I’ll start.”
[Notetaker cuts/pastes from chat into Miro and adds date labels for the timeline.]

III.

Miro Board Introduction

(~ 2-5 min)

“We’re going to take notes for this conversation with an online tool called a Miro board.
It’s a digital version of a flip chart and sticky notes.
Our notetaker will put a link in the chat.”
[Notetaker puts link in chat.]
“If you are comfortable with technology - or feeling adventurous today - go ahead and
click on that link to open Miro in another tab in your browser. Otherwise, just hang tight
for a second, and I’ll share my screen so that you can see the Miro board and follow
along. You’ll be able to share verbally or in the chat, and our notetaker will help put it on
the Miro board.”
[Facilitator/host opens Miro board, shares screen]
Miro Board: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lNS_zMA=/
“You’ll see that our notetaker has already been busy! [He/she/they has/have] started a
timeline that we’ll be adding to together. For those of you who want to work directly in
the Miro board, here’s how you create a sticky note.
1. Click on the icon that looks like a Post-it note with a corner turned down in the
toolbar on the left. The toolbar may look a little different on your computer or
iPad. For me, it’s the 3rd icon from the top.

UUABQ – Strategic Planning Task Force
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2. Click on the color you want and click where you want to put it on the screen.
Then you can type and press return or click off the sticky to save. You can click
and drag to move it around.
3. Let’s try that now. Create a sample sticky. To delete it, you just click on it and
press backspace or delete.”

IV.

Timeline: Chapters in Our Church Story

(5-10 min)

“Let’s add to the church’s story on this timeline. What are some of the major chapters
that you know about or that happened since you’ve been part of this church? What have
been major turning points in our story?
You can add them now on a sticky note, type them into the chat, or take turns sharing
outloud, and our notetaker will add them to our timeline.”
[Spend 5-10 minutes adding as a group.]
[Facilitator guides people to share one by one. If everyone is typing, the facilitator reads
what’s being added.]
[Notetaker helps add stickies from chat and shared verbally.]

V.

Connecting to History of Wider Community / World

(5-15 min)

“Let’s spend a little time thinking about the importance of each of these chapters given
what was happening in the wider world.”
[Facilitator goes through items, emphasizing the larger meaning of each historical
chapter. “Why was that important?”]
[Notetaker: Where it’s missing, add the value or emotive association or link to history as
the group gives input. Example, to a sticky that says “mural installed”, note taker adds to
read (“mural installed with unusually bold interfaith message for that time”]

UUABQ – Strategic Planning Task Force
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VI.

Soul of this Church

(5-10 min)

“Let’s meditate on this story. We’re going to spend a few minutes in silence together.
You can read the various chapters in our history. What themes do you notice? What’s
the larger story that these chapters tell?”

[Group spends time sitting in silence with the story that has been shared.]
[Facilitator goes to next frame, labeled “Soul of this Church”. NOTE: If the meeting is
running long, or it’s taking a while for people to generate ideas, skip this and go to Next
Chapter.]
“Given this story, what is the soul of our church? Again, you can add your ideas in a
sticky or in the chat, or take turns sharing out loud, and our notetaker will help capture
your ideas on the Jamboard.”
[Participants name themes. Notetaker helps write stickies to capture them as spoken or
shared in chat.]

VII.

Next Chapter

(5-15 min)

“Given where we’ve been, our shared history, the soul of this church, and thinking about
this moment in the wider community and the world: What is our congregation’s unique
and irresistible calling now? What themes will the next chapter include?”

[Facilitator turns to next frame, labeled “What is our congregation’s unique and
irresistible calling now?”]
[Notetaker helps add stickies from chat and shared verbally.]
[Participants name themes.]
H

VIII.

Next Steps

(5-10 min)

“We are all part of the next chapter at this church. Thank you for this time together and
for sharing your voice.

UUABQ – Strategic Planning Task Force
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We will be having this same discussion with many groups and individual people at the
church and listening for common themes. We’ll come back to the congregation with what
we’ve heard and what we’ve learned from all of these conversations in terms of where
we think we’re headed next -- together -- as a congregation. Maybe toward the end of
the summer. We’ll ask for ideas about actions to take to get there.
And we’ll have at least one more round of conversations in the fall to get feedback about
the strategic directions and potential actions as they come together.
The final strategic plan will be presented at our annual meeting in January 2022.
Are there any questions about this process that we can answer now?”
[Facilitator takes questions. Answer what you can, offer to circle back for anything we
don’t know now. Take suggestions.]
[Notetaker chimes in where it’s helpful.]
“I want to thank you for your time today, and for all you do to contribute to the life and the
story of our church.”

UUABQ – Strategic Planning Task Force
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Care Team
6/17/21
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is our story of our church?

Cottonwood
saved

Climate
Change

Solar
panels

Hosting
homeless
families

1980

2010

2000
Michael
1985

Church Timeline

Heather
2001

Ron
Friederich
1983

9/11 &
Wars

Coffee hour
after both
services

ESL
Tutoring
began

Christine
Robinson
retired.

We became
a teaching
church
(Interns)

Arne
Gullerud
2003
Kristin
Satterlee
2003

Anna
Watkins
2007

Branch
Churches
Started

Angela
called as
senior
minister.

Participation
in Pride
parades

Angela as
Assistant
Minister
Different service
tjmes, including
evening service
and then just 2
morning services

Christine introduced a
more spiritual tone in
Sunday services.
Honoring Humanism
while recognizing other
legitimate UU
professions of faith.

Educational
pushes for
urgent
issues

Addition of Sol
Singers for
people
needing
comfort

Focus issues
(White fragility,
POC,
Immigration,
...)

Nancy
Bowen
2016

Marian
2014

Nancy
Bowen
2005

Obama

Hiring
Bob La
Vallee

Sheryl
Guterl
2016
Building
new
sanctuary

Nonfiction
book club

Care Team
initiated
2018?

Chalice Choir,
Director
Susan Peck
came

Citizenship classes,
then in 2019 {?}
church began to pay
for citizenship test
for applicants from
our program.

Trump

Immigrant
crisis

Successful
building and
opening of
social hall
2019

2021

Care Team
6/17/21
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is the soul of this church?

A place of refuge
from for people
who feel different
from people
around them (e.g.,
political)

Courageously
moving
forward with
big ideas

Care and
concern for
humanity
and world

Courageously
moving
forward with
big ideas

being unafraid
to speak out
on current
issues

Priesthood
of all
believers

Deepening
relationships in
this large
community
through small
groups

Supporting
members so
they can go
out into the
community

Comfort
of kindred
spirits

caring for
people within
and without
the church

social
justice
action

We make our
church
community
welcoming to
each other

Being the
community we
wish to see in
the world

Building a
beloved
community

That feeling
of having
found a
home

being unafraid
to speak out
on current
issues

aspiring and
practicing being a
multi-generational
community in
specific ways

Service to our
community,
nation, and
the world

Caring for
members
and friends

Caring
network as
more than a
committee

Faith in growth of
our church as a
place where people
feel welcome,
challenged, and
supported

making our
community
a safe place
for all

What do we
have in
common -- use
that as a
starting point

Care Team
6/17/21
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What are we being called to do - in ABQ, in our families, in the world?

Beautiful high
quality worship -keep the high
standards and be
more inclusive

To be called as
a community
to be
something
more

Learn to be
more vulnerable
to each other (to
deepen our
relationships)

Live,
dynamic,
interactive

Build on Zoom
learning to
push our
church beyond
its walls

Get out of our
box of what
church music
is and etc to
bring diversity

being leaders in
social justice--
both to effect
changes and to be
models for others

Create a
"Zoom
Branch" of
our church

To build a
culture of
abundant
care and love

Re-visit our
covenant -- it
doesn't
capture our
church

Put branches
more in-step with
what's going on at
church (sermons
on same day)

nurture personal
spiritual resilience
so that folks can
stay in the struggle
for the beloved
community

Supporting
Children

Transportation
for people
who can't get
to church

New
social
hall

Growing to love
people you were
once terribly
frustrated and
annoyed by

Chat rooms after
services are helping
us get to know each
other better. I would
like to see this
continue when we
meet in person.

Deepening
relationships in
this large
community
through small
groups

aspiring and
practicing being a
multi-generational
community in
specific ways

Use our
buildings to be a
force/outreach
in the
community

Increase
participation in
interfaith coalitions
demonstrating the
UU is a partnering
faith tradition

Families all across
the country
coming together
through our
worship offerings

sustain and expand our
outreach to the greater
community with
programs such as Food
Bank, ESL Tutoring,
after-school tutoring,
citizenship classes . . .

nurture a culture
wherein folks are
comfortable asking
for help and the
church community
is able to meet
those needs

What is the story of our church?

Earthweb
6/10/21
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore
Environmental
movies/
documentaries
in Social Hall

La Puerta
de los
Ninos

Michael
McDonald
~ 35 years

Building the
Religious Educ.
facilities around
what had been
admin area.

Late 1980s
- Called
Christine

Draw Down
book/study group
- 36 people
https://drawdown
.org/

UUA helped
us with our
LONG RANGE
PLAN in 1994

Habitat contentious
at first

1980

2000

Start of
Earthweb
2002

Annual
Sustainability Fair
(plant sales,
vendors, enviro
groups, solar
companies)

Bosque
restoration
~2008 or so

NW Earth
Institute
classes

Mikaela
- 2007

Earth Web study
groups as part
of meetings,
starting in 2008?

we helped
cleaned ski
trails in
Sandias

EarthWEB members helped
with some 10 acres along
Rio Grande, after one of
the fires, we helped plant
new trees, that were
fenced around to protect
them.

Wayne
Evelo ~8
years

Social Hall
renovation no more
disposables!!!

Earth Web started
and participated
in Transition
Albuquerque
from 2015 - 1018
(approx.)
Angela coming
on board and
then Bob
LaVallee, two
great ministers

LEED
Platinum
rated
Sanctuary

2010

Patricia
Milner ~9 months

The welcome
meeting and
emails I
received from
Laira.

2021

Church Timeline
Mara
Hoffman 1960 /
1980s

1990s kids
camp

Deciding to build
a new sanctuary
in late 80s, which
is now our Social
Hall.

Food
Bank

Marilyn
O'Boyle
- 2001

Ministerial Interns:
Put us on the map
and showed us the
big interest in our
large church success

Social
Justice
Council

Nancy
Shane 2005

Family
Promise
Program

Forums at
11:00 services
about
environmental
issues

Social Justice
Organizations
rented social
hall - ex:
Indivisible

After School
program started
early 2010 with
help of
Albuquerque
Interfaith's help

Solar
panels on
our
rooftops

Vegetarian
Potlucks
about
2016?

After
school
program
Tutoring
program

White
Fragility
Bookclubs
aprox 2018

Social
Justice
auctions

Jordan
Jones ~
1 year

Solar panel
monitors
stolen

Authorized
purchase of
ARC Bldg

Voted to
buy out
solar panel
lease

Earthweb
6/10/21
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the soul of this church?
Care for the
community
and the Earth
in concentric
circles

Connection to
NM Interfaith
Power & Light

Increasingly taking
responsibility in our
community, diverse
populations, for the
Earth

Like
minded
people

Make room for
people who think
differently and
then love them
and what they
bring

Soft influence from people
doing own thing
that piques your
interest and
changes you

Belief in
Science is
encouraged

Social
Justice

Environmental
Justice

Extended
family

Covenant
Groups

Responsiveness
to community
needs

RE
area

Advocacy
/ Interest
Groups

Mountain
Desert
District
hosting

Impactful
actions - on
people's
lives

Committed
to the 8
principles

The church
takes me out
of my comfort
zone in a good
way.

Impactful
actions - on
environment

Spiritual

Connecting
with other
congregations
of other faiths
in our City

Connect via
activities in
the
community

Example:
Xeriscaping on
our campus /
habitat

Water run
to Mexican
city

Making
rooms /
buildings
accessible

Connection to
neighborhood
to the West

Choir

Music
Program

One storyline
seems to be
growth and
training of our
ministerial team
(and elsewhere)

learning to
live from
the heart

Great
music,
great art

Other ideas/questions:

Big empty
lot to our
West (who
owns?)

many things taken
on by a champion,
and when that
champion moves
on, it dies

What are we being called to do - in ABQ, in our families, in the world?

Earthweb
6/10/21
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

Addressing
the Climate
Crisis

Coming together
with other groups
in the community
working on same
issues

connect to
larger
community share what
UUism is

Connecting to
other UU
congregations
around globe learning what do

What's
needed
now? (post-
pandemic)

Inclusivity incl.
environmental
racism

RE - how
connects or
not to
youth

Attend
other UU
services
online!

Environmental
Justice

Draw Down thinking of people in
different areas of
challenge (water,
electricity, housing) Farm industry

Supporting each
other as work on
envir. issues
(which can be
disheartening /
discouraging)

Our gardens
have impact
on people /
our mural

Have campus /
facilities that can
host community
events that raise
awareness

Co-hosted
worship
service with
another UU
church

Our musical
events draw
people

People learn to
connect/
support each
other in their
neighborhoods

Intersectio
nality of
enviro
conditions

Meta crisis:
racial,
economic,
enviro

how to
maintain /
deepen
connection if
we grow

Reorganization to
handle growth staff, governance,
forums, more
services, etc.

Branches

Serving
people in
other
places

Jane Davis
serving
ABQ!

What can we
do as indiv,
church, etc.
in all areas?

Encourage
diversity and
inclusivity within
our city. All ages,
genders, races,
ethnic groups.

Zoom
church for
smaller
groups?

Host guest
ministers
from across
state / U.S.

People
of Color
group

Hybrid
approach
to worship

Principles
/ Sources

Chalice
lighting /
reading

What could we
do that would
appeal to
young folks?

Hands on
activity /
action

church complicit
in privilege system needs to
be reworked

Being part of
community that
has those
connections /
principles =
spirituality

Activities
with impact
on people

Show
leadership in
changing racial
dynamics

Want to
encourage
younger
people to
attend 1st U

Youth in the
pulpit - talking
about their
priorities

Programs that can
help younger
people feel like
engaged in
working toward
SOLUTIONS

Would video
game
tournaments
encourage
attendance?

Rock bands vibrant music,
services &
lighting

What is the story of our church?
1990

2000

East Mountains Branch
7/11/21
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun
2010
Church Timeline

Annemarie Silva. 1971 Erie PA, w/o minister for
15yrs and learned DIY
2004 Moved to East
Mountain
Christine
became Worship leader
also joined afterschool
tutor program

Getting involved
- food pantry,
tutoring, took
part in activities

Gilbert
Gutierrez
2012 member,
Christine

Started an
Edgewood branch
and yet continued
to be part of First
UU ABQ

Convenant
group
Change for the Future "Change for Change"
coins to support local
community and activity
group - we are
conecting with the local
community here

Planning/Building of
the new Sanctuary helping to make
decisions that would
affect the church
well into the future
Christine suggested a
branch
started the branch ??
Now we have ~20 people
who attend. We've been in
person since May after
small groups were allowed
on campus.

2021

2011?
started
Edgewood
branch

Marion Ammerman
20 years - AZ, NV
2013 to ABQ, move
to Edgewood. Family
Promise
Christine

Tutoring
and evening
animal
group

Being a
worship
leader
Inclusion have a
Black
member

Amy Sun
2015
Member
Christine

When Christine
retired and
Angela became
Sr Minister

Dan Lilly came
out for 6 wks
for spiritual
class, summer
of 2018-19?

We always
have inclusion
calling and we
struggle

Arc building
involvement planning and
decision
making

Most people in
Edgewood don't know
what our group is all
about. Here we have
mostly ranch people
but have become
friendly with them

closely tied with the
WoodsEnd church,
Christian-affliated,
don't know if they
have a large
congregation

East Mountains Branch
7/11/21
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun

What is the soul of this church?

fellowship
and
outreach

Inclusion - we would
like to be more
inclusive but still
mainly white
middle-age people
after all these years.

Big church - the
membership went
up after 2016
election, but not
here in our small
ranch town

Social
action, being
socially
responsible

impact to
to our
community

What are we being called to do - in ABQ, in our families, in the world?
We chose New
Mexico because of
its diversity. It has
an inclusive
personality. It is a
little more
controversial now.

Nourish the
members that we
have out here.
This area is not
the liberal
territory.

UU has an oppoturnity
to influence our
community locally, like
ESL program, but we
can do more, such as
the ARC building

Ken and Joy
have been
involved with
Food Pantry

Would like more
communications
between main
church and our
congregation. It
would be great.

This year there
has been a new
effort for new
member like new
section in our
eBroadcast.

Some of our local
church members
have not attended
the main campus.

Open Invitation City members and
friends should come
out and visit East
Mtn/Edgewood
group. Potluck is
included.

UU principles are what
we need in the larger
community in this time
of discourse. This is
exactly the message we
need to spread. It is
our calling.

Edgewood UU branch
continues to have regular
involvement with its own
community and
congregants. It continues
to have its own convenant
group (8)

We have great
leadership.
Angela & Bob are
wonderful. Bob is
fitting to be
Associate minister

If it wasn't for the
zoom meetings, we
might not have as
many people
returning in person
when we were able
to.

Annemarie was able to re-
connect with her Erie
congregation this past year
because of the remote
platform and reignited her
interests with her previous
congregation. That was
great.

Very optimistic for
our future for our
leadership team.
Susan Peck is
wonderful too.

Racism is
something we
should be
thinking about.

East Mountains Branch
7/11/21
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun

Marion went to
the main
campus and did
not get anyone
to greet her

Would be helpful
to have the ABQ
branch come out
& visit Edgewood
congregation.

As difficult as this year has
been, the UU has used the
remote platform with
ingenious ideas. The Zoom
sessions have been very
satisfying and by keeping
the feelings alive for the
congregation. It made a
huge difference.

Church should have a
corner reserved for New
Members corner/new
comers corner. Don't have
to wait for a regular
member to approach new
members.

Immigration is a huge
issue, very important for
actions, though we do not
know what actions. First
UU has been involved, but
it is a complex issue.
President Biden is puzzled
himself. If anyone has new
ideas, we'd loved to help.

Thanks to Ken and Joy - we
were able to have a ZOOM
breakout after the service
for our coffee hour. It was
wonderful not to be cut off
since we continue to be
involved with the main
service.

LBGTQIA+/Foothills
7/23/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun

What is the story of our church?
2000

1990

Church Timeline

When I joined in 1992, there were 450
members. Now we are a large
congregation with 850 members (and
growing in spite of COVID).Have more
programs, expanded ministerial capacity
with hiring 2nd minister (2000+/-),
became a teaching congregation by
establishing its intern program (about
8+/- so far), ordaining 6 former interns,
more staff expertise, hired first Music
Director, adopted policy governance,
established branch operations, and RE
and Social Justice Councils established.

Congregation
voted as a
Welcoming
congregation
in 1995

Outreach to rural communities
by establishing branch
operations (Edgewood, Socorro,
Carlsbad). UU Westside
Congregation established in part
through $35K First U
contribution from its 2000
capital campaign

Growth in facilities and the
space afforded by the
capital campaigns.
Geri/Linda were in
leadership positions for
organizing sanctuary and
remodeling of social hall.

We were in the forefront of
technology. We started the
video recordings of
sermons and distributed to
other congregations
around the country. This
technology enabled the
establishment of First U
branch operations.

Appreciative of the depth
of services that benefit all
attendees. Enjoy helping
projects and listening to
learn about the complexity
of what it takes to put this
together.

Purchase of East Mtn
building is part of our
continual growth. It made
us really focused on how
we develop our donor base
and how we interact with
our members . Now we
are purchaing ARC building

2010

Linda Skye
1992 moved ABQ
Joined different
groups volunteer
2006-2009 full
member
Christine

Linda Skye
Involved with
Membership,
Stewardship, and
Board plus multiple
small projects

Geri Knobel
First joined UU in CA and met
Linda there. Member here since
1992. In 2009, began to be
involved in church governance
(Board, finance, policy
governance, capital projects,
leadership, RE, et
Christine

Gilbert
1992 First UU
early 2000s just
visit, 2012 full
members
Christine

2021

Judith
friend in 2015, looking for a
social connection that
accommodates mixed
religion couple and enjoye
this church and things that
others do.
Christine

Stability in church ministry:
Christine as Senior Minister
for 29 years. Then retired.
Angela hired as Associate
Minister in 2010, then
called by the congregation
as senior minister in 2017.

Amy
2015
member
Christine

LBGTQIA+/Foothills
7/23/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun

What is the soul of this church?
The mural has a strong
visual impact. So inclusive,
so inviting, and so
welcoming. To many, this
really symbolizes what the
church means to everyone.
The mural was a key for
the new Sanctuary. Very
Centering -

Multigenerational
New Mexicans. Our
church has reached
out to groups with
diverse backgrounds
was a draw.

When I first
attended UU, I was
surprised how
accepted I felt. This
is why I have been
involved.

Other ideas:
Service has been the soul
of this church. When
members are given an
opportunity or asked, each
of us is willing to engage in
the work to be done. Each
of us bring skills, gifts,
and/or resources, and they
are offered gladly.

Observation: a lot of issues in
our cohort have been resolved.
We belong to a lavender family
that shares our common
concerns, but it fell apart on its
own. We no longer need it
anymore since we are accepted
into the mainstream. This
growth was phenomenal. This
has been an integration that is a
good success story.

LBGTQIA+/Foothills
7/23/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Amy Sun

What is our congregation’s unique and irresistible calling now?
What themes will the next chapter include?

Tending to our growth
has taken a lot of our
own energy. Focusing
on this task may have
steered us away from
other activities?

Angela has been more
outreaching to external
communities. This shift
of leadership brought
in newer ideas and
more outward thinking.

Silo may be a reflection
of the people who
organize those
programs. This church
has a really good
reputation to the
external communities.

What issues
are we called
to lead as a
congregation?

At GA, I was exposed to broader
and deeper issues of our role in
becoming more multicultural
and more inclusive church.
Because we are large and visible
in this part of country, I look
forward to playing this role and
help our congregation to
become a multicultural and
more inclusive church.

The church explored the
idea of becoming a
sanctuary, and getting the
shower into the social hall
was working towards that
goal. Then Covid hit. We
have not been able to fully
utilizing our new Social
Hall.

The church has
weathered many
turmoils outside,
and this is why
our church has
grown so much.

The foundation is very
solid. This gives us
confidence that we can
meet the needs of our
community. Maybe our
next step is becoming
leaders in our community
because of our foundation.

We now have the
confidence to go
and grow because
of our own history
and experience

We weathered the
storm, but how
we move forward
and be more
inclusive is a big
challenge.

To engage in the
current 8th Principle
movement among
UU congregations
by a collaborative
effort within our
congregation

ESL, Tutoring, and
foodbank are comparable
to our size, but they seem a
little siloed. One exception
is family promise. That
seems to engage
externally??

EXTRA: How do we compare
NOW to 2015 Strategic Plan?
The strategic direction of the
previous plan included social
justice, RE, volunteer
development, communication
technology, and social bonds.
What was the outcome of these
directions and how can/ will they
support the new strategic plan
being developed?

Hilary was
concerned that we
emphasize social
justice. We should
have a social justice
coordinator.

We have not been as involved
with UUA and only a few people
been to GA. The groundwell of
activism because of the events in
the past year, and we have an
opportunity to get involved with
our neighbors and our
community to take the message
to them.

We are challenged to
rebuild beloved community
within the church post-
COVID (member
relationships, programs,
leadership, committees, RE,
social justice, etc)

People of Color Caucus
5/11/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the story of our church?

I've been asked to
do a lot for the
church. But when
I asked, they gave
so readily!

Michael
McDonald
1985

Donated $ to do
ministerial interns
(Congregation =
teachers and
mentors), Broader
perspective

Christine
married
us.

1980

Carmen:
1990
(Christine)

Talked with
Angela about
my marriage.
Also very
compassionate.

Grief
group

Stoles for
interns/
ministers: Kitty
--> Carmen

2000

Ministry
committee,
intern
committee, Arts
Committee

Talked with
Christine about
my marriage.
Very
compassionate.

Interns brought new
spin,
interpretations

ESL

Annual
Fundraiser

White
Fragility
reading
groups
Gil: 2000s
(Christmas,
2013
(Christine)

Puppets started by
Christine w/
William &
Kevin

UU101
taught by
Dan Lillie

When I
learned that
Christine
was a Taoist

Female
minister
presence connections

Christine
talking about
learning how
to use a gun

Church Timeline

Christine and
Angela team
talked about
getting abortions.
Very powerful!

Angela discussing
about gender
issues, definitions,
myths and
misconceptions

Didn't come for
social activism - but
became more
enlightened, called
to contribute as part
of spiritual journey

Dan Lillie
"introduced"
Beloved
Community

2010
Amy:
2012-2014
(Christmas),
joined 2015
(Christine)

When my husband left me,
talked to therapist, who
encouraged me to talk to
minister. Jane Davis talking to her was very
powerful. Reaching out to
church for personal
problem. Received caring.

Going to
desert bearing
witness

Connie:
2013,
2020
(Angela)

Immigration
- year of
study

1:1
relationship

Family
Promise
volunteering

Support hosting
immigrant
families.
Accompaniment.

Social Justice
fundraiser last
fall - liked
being part of
giving $ to SJ

Linking to
other
churches interfaith
When Jane left,
Carmen + Lucy
moved to leadership
of PoC. Growth
opportunity for
them and the
church.

PoC
group

Multiculturalis
m, diversity reason I'm
dedicated to
this church

"Lifesaver
to me"
Reached out to
people in other
UU congregations
w/o PoC groups.
Have joined us.

New
sanctuary

Liked Rev.
Bob
personality
+ sermons

made me want
to join this
church - open
and supportive

Sunday switch to
Zoom
(COVID)

2021

Emailed Bob - linked
me to another
congregation
member who was
queer. Part of
community!

People of Color Caucus
5/11/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the soul of this church?

Resource for
understanding
social issues

Reminder
of my
worth

Link
spirituality
+ social
justice

Not sure if the
whole church
will meet my
spiritual needs

Source
of
learning

Services =
reminder
of what I
believe

Intentionality
around all ages integrated into
main service.
Very powerful.

Multigener
ational =
very
affirming

I like
someone
reading a
story to me

Pre-
COVID =
puppets

PoC group
has
become my
church

PoC group
is meeting
my spiritual
needs

Soul of the
church is
about its
values.

Loved
Sunday
service

UU
participates
in Gay Pride
parade

UU became
sanctuary didn't know
what I believed

Term
"spirituality'
hard for me.
Not well-
defined.

Disappointment
/ anger that
church hasn't
embraced 8th
principle

Maybe
misjudged
this church

Having a place
to question
what my beliefs
are, learn about
other beliefs

Working to
make the
world a
better place

Before COVID, would
have said our soul was
SJ. Now, not as easy to
have big, messy
conversation over
months/years to
negotiate 8th principle

Church fulfills
an aspect of my
spiritual need space/time to
meditate

Connected
to other
people.

Angela as forefront
of leadership in
Interfaith group Civic Plaza rallies speaking. Feel pride.
makes so much
sense.

Singing kids
out - bridge
- sense of
belonging

Can feel
inclusivity

What are we being called to do - in ABQ, in our families, in the world?
Leaders in
anti-racism
work

People of Color Caucus
5/11/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

Pa
•
th
•
•
ou
•
be
•
•
ou

Source of
information to
counteract
dominant
culture

Environment change our
habits, how
things are
done

bob - 8th
principle
sermon

Angela leadership
on
immigration

People speaking
on Sundays more
diverse - different
format (speak
their ideas share
the power)

Worship
Coordinators
- plan
services

how to
integrate anti-
racism / anti-
oppression
issues

How to make our
church be more
inviting, more
welcoming to PoC

Learning
about issues
that younger
people care
about

Lead from
being
trauma-
informed

Diversifying
music - culture
/ worship /
teaching /
leadership

Seminars /
courses different
teachings,
philosophies

Stay
active

Take
ownership of
facts - steer us
into social
justice

Approach things
in a
compassionate
way

Avoid
contributing to
destruction of
our world

Social Justice
work in wider
community /
other orgs

Presence
online to
attract
younger
people

Getting
people
inspired to
get engaged

Creative
sermons

Multi-
media

Not "boxed
into"
church
mentality

TedTalk
topic

Big
Brothers,
Big Sisters

Creative,
inclusive
services

change
comes
from next
generation

Congregation
trained

Interact
without
harming
each other

Broaden
the way we
engage?

Makes it harder
for me to feel I
belong when my
peers aren't
here

Instagram?

Leadership
trained

RE Council
6/29/2021
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the story of our church?

Michael 1985 (Todd
Taylor)

Wrote
mission
covenant 1990

LSC tries to
get youth
on
committees

1990

Interns

Mikaela:
2007

Angela
came

2000

Mia: 2010
(Christine)

2010
Church Timeline

Carol: 1988
- Joe Willis
(Interim)
(Christine)

Becky
Steele
was DRE

Lucy
Crane

Inclusiveness
- children
with
disabilities

Volunteered
under 8 or 9
DREs since 1988
(changed every
~ 3 years)

welcoming
congregation
- LBTGQ
community

Family
ministries

Tried paying
teachers (not
successful) under Kathy Foy when not enough
volunteers

Candy
Lindquist
as DRE

DRE
Daylene
Marshall (?)

Volunteers
that don't
teach their
families

Job Description
for DRE & other
staff (Geri
Knoebel as
chair)

Changed RE
Council everyone
has portfolio

Benita:
2009
(Christine)

Chris:
2009
(Christine)

RE: Town
Hall
2009

RE mission
statement in
2015 under Mia
(just revised in
2021)

Mia
became
DRE in
2015

Christine
retirement

La Puerta left
/ RE could
own the
space - 2014

La Puerta leaving
a big church
conflict, but
everyone better
off eventually

Change to Shared
Governance
structure - Geri as
Board Prez - 2012

Mia as RE admin
asst before
becoming DRE
(watched and
learned)

Church asked DRE
to become
credentialed prof.
in field investment in
time and $

"RE is very
resourceful,
and we have
to be!"

Mia's long
tenure created
stability for
families

2021

New
Sanctuary
- 2015?

Strategic Plan
2015 - RE as
one of major
focus items

Hired
Bob

Way church
has handled
COVID - shows
care for safety
Refurbishment
of RE anonymous
$10K donation

Fence around
habitat area safety for
children (RE
input)

Family
ministries

Would love to do
playground - get
rid of wood
(doesn't comply
with insurance
regs)

RE Council
6/29/2021
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the soul of this church?

"RE is very
resourceful,
and we have
to be!"

Change: Children
accepted
(grudgingly) now,
post Strategic
Plan 2015

Children still
not completely
welcomed as
part of the
church

Family ministry interact and have
parents be role
models for how to
connect to church /
serve community

Social Hall need for
children's area
(Blackboard,
toys, activities)

Works
better for
adults (NW
corner)

Got fenced area
around habitat
area where
doors out from
social hall

Families
light chalice
(Advent in
Dec)

See kids
lead service
1x/
quarter

More transitions
acknowledged in
church - light
chalice / 5th
graders --> youth

Kids don't feel
connected to
church, or care
about it. Just place
to go, not belong.

Investing in RE
staff as priority
and for
stability /
consistency

Wanted kids to be able
to have community to
go back to. Likeminded
individuals with similar
values with which they
can relate.

Give more
meaningful
happenings /
roles in sanctuary
to connect to it

Parents want
church to be
time off from
parenting
duties

Time for all ages
in sanctuary should be more
directed at
children (not adult
theme)

Kids - 1 x per
year - lead
time for all
ages, call
adults up

Large
church

RE Council
6/29/2021
Facilitated by: Michael McDonald
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is our congregation’s unique and irresistible calling now?
What themes will the next chapter include?

Every
transition of
youth to next
stages -->
rebuilding

Weaving children
into church to
help them feel
connected, not
just to RE

Ministers
need to be
more
involved

Training /
working with
committees to
think about how
to involve youth

Rebuilding
attendance
post-COVID

Possibility:
RE just
during 1
service

More single
parents now
involved in
RE

Add parent to
Worship
Team?
Someone from
RE Council?

Want church
to find ways
to connect /
integrate kids

RE Council work to find
"job descriptions" for
youth on various
committees / modeling
how to be UU and
serve at church

Class to learn
how to light
chalice, then
"certified" to
light chalice

Youth or
4th/5th grade:
Readings in
service

Evaluate RE
Council portfolios
- maybe someone
resp. for these
connections

RE Council
mission
change: vision
statement

Normalizing
families in
church
activities

Kickoff of the Rad
Gen campaign
with games in
courtyard - kids
led! (Play and
inclusivity)

Thematic
ministry
disappointing
in terms of RE
curriculum

Fun and
play create
community!

Encourage
parent / kid
usher
partners

Build
familiarity /
roles with
people

LSC: Monthly
agenda incorporating
diversity / can do
similar with
families/youth

Participants in Family Ministry at First Unitarian will:
Create connections that include children, youth, and families in this church community.
Share experiences that relate to our UU Principles and Sources.
Explore, understand, and articulate how UU beliefs can apply to our daily lives.
Learn about, appreciate, and respect people of all faiths and beliefs.
Strive for a diverse and inclusive community and world.
Build a spiritual foundation that provides perspective throughout our life journey

Social Justice Council
6/22/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is the story of our church?

The church
responds and
the
congregation
steps up

Sermon about
dreams (of
new
sanctuary)

1990

Created DOO
position (Paul
Browne)

Strategic plan
-- direct to
social justice &
homelessness

2000
Bethe
Orrell
2006
Christine

Benita
Terrell
2009 Christine

Chris
Mayo 2008
Christine

Invited pro-
gun friend to
Christine's
sermon on
guns

Angela
hired

RE: not
serving
well

Our physical
space is used well
to support other
groups that we
care about

Stewardship
became
Radical
Generosity

Sermon
on
abortions

Capital
campaign
Sanctuary
Build

RE Town
halls

Gilbert
Guitérrez
2012
Christine

George
Floyd

Carla and
Sara
married in
Social hall

Social Justice
focus
increased marches, etc

Social hall
capital
campaign

Elly Van Mil
2018-2021
Angela

Social hall
remodeled
then closed
for pandemic

RE
performance
growing leaps
and bounds

Kids in
sanctuary

Buying
ARC

Justice
Issues immigrant,
NOLA, BLM,

Carla
Williams
2018
Angela

Amy Sun
2015
Christine

Safe space
when
Trump
elected

Mia
hired full
time DRE

NM Faith
coalition for
Immigrant
Justice

Hired
Rev Bob

2010
Church Timeline

East
Mountain
Branch

People of
Color
group took
off

Thoughtful
High Quality
Music
program

The church is
accepting in a
world of non-
acceptance

Discussions
around
providing
sanctuary

Book discussion
on anti racism..
led to study
group & 8th
principal

2021

Social Justice Council
6/22/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is the soul of this church?

True
Empathy

Timely
Sermons

Humanism
responsibility
for our lives is
ours and ours
alone

The church is
accepting in a
world of non-
acceptance

Inviting and
celebrating
differences

Sensitivity of
identifying needs
of those around
us and being
willing & able to
respond

The church
responds and
the
congregation
steps up

Vibrant feel
between
Sanctuary, Social
Hall, Courtyard,
RE Wing

Walking &
living the talk
in a real christ-
like way

Action that
speaks for
itself

We area
asked to
step up and
we do

Joyful,
respectful,
inviting,
celebrating

Other ideas
Sermons that
tread lightly on
the issues and
kindly frame
both sides

Ministers
express
understanding
of what it's like
not to be white

Christine's
history is
invaluable

What is our church's unique and irresistible calling and what should we do now

We are
growing
church

Daycare -Expand
availability

Dedicated rooms
for social justice
groups (e.g., office
or meeting spaces
in the ARC
building)

Continue
Diversity
agenda in
Leadership
Succession

8th principal
work -adopting in
action

Heal concern
about buying ARC
over doing
outreach or more
important work

We do a great job
with Zoom. Let's
keep it somehow.
(Many like it better
than the branch
experience)

Social Justice Council
6/22/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Michael McDonald

Bring back
paid Social
Justice
Coordinator

Continue
family promise
and successful
programs

Become a leading
church within
Albuquerque's
ecumenical
community

Deepen
Faithworks
work with
food pantry

Economic
justice

Racial
justice

COVID exposed
dilemma/issues for
people on fixed
income or stressed
finances for people
within the church

Be a voice in
police reform
issue locally
and nationally

Give branches/
outreach the
things zoom gives
them but branch
churches didn't
get (hymns & etc)

Socorro Branch
7/14/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Heather Clark

What is the story of our church?
1990
Mary joined
Seattle
church in
1976

Lia
raised
UU

2000

Lia joined First
U in 1992 Christine was
minister

Events that led
to splintering
off of
fellowship

Building
projects
Annual ice cream
social to meet
new DRE, issues
have been
resolved over
time

Westside
congregation
spun off from
main church
Janet first
participated
in UU Church
in Kansas

Mary joined
Socorro
branch in
2007

Change for
Change
highway
cleanup, twice
per year

Work with
homeless
shelter
Growing
housing
problem in
Socorro

2010

Church Timeline

Annual Christmas concert biggest community event.
1000s of dollars spent on
hiring musicians, buying
music, advertising,
professionally done.
Reception and music well-
known in Socorro. Real
communion.

A family with
children in 2007,
had a Sunday
school room for
them

Socorro
- we punch
above our
weight

Janet joined
Socorro
branch in 2012
- Christine was
minister

2021
Systemic
racism - We
read White
Fragility in
Adult RE

Christine
retires

Offer
monthly
theology on
tap

Adult
RE

Socorro
attendance
rose in fall
2019

Spiritual
journaliing

Lia joined
Socorro
Branch

One child at
services, now
one youth
attends

Change
for
Change

Remember
deaths of
members. Old
demographic.

COVID hits
- many
adaptations

Access to
Sunday and
Vespers
services
Few people
from Socorro
joined ABQ
Zoom services

Joys and concerns
daily email opportunity to
connect and
share our lives

Fall 2020
- Inherited wealth
and economic
justice curriculum
in Adult RE

Socorro
Branch
adopted mile
of highway

We're
good at
funerals.

Weekly
Socorro UU
chat after
Sunday service

Highway
sign
informs
newcomers

Socorro has
experienced
hurtful
comments from
ABQ church

What is the soul of this church?

Church is very
open to new
ideas. Ex, spiritual
journaling. Willing
to try new things.

Discussions

Survey showed
human
connections
were valued by
members.

We do
things for
the rest of
the world.

A sense of
belonging

We look out
for each other.
If you need
help, you can
find it.

Socorro Branch
7/14/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Heather Clark

Passion for
relationship

Welcoming
congregation

Connectedness

Closely
knit small
group.

Responsive to
new members.
Name tags on
second visit.

Janet invites new members
to dinner/lunch. Asks what
they want from a church.
Listening makes more
welcoming situation for
people.

What is our church's unique and irresistible calling and what should we do now

Nice to feel
cared for by
your spirit
congregation.

Making sure
people know
the church will
still be here.

Transition point on our
calling. This fall, we
anticipate that as we
settle in, we will
transition to some
other calling. Doesn't
know what that is yet.

Recent focus on survival.
Shutting down of in-person
services and lack of interest
in ABQ Zoom services, I've
focused on getting people
back into Sunday afternoon
habit.

Wider church's/ABQ
church's calling is to
lift up a prophetic
vision that will take
us toward collective
liberation.

Seems to be a need
for more
communication and
an active liaison.
Since pandemic, no
one has asked us
how we are doing.

Socorro Branch
7/14/2021
Facilitated by: Gilbert Gutierrez
Notes by: Heather Clark

Youth adviser role - how lucky the youth
are at conferences and camps to engage
with covenant at a level that's not
available to adult congregants in the
churches. To move forward addressing
racism in our congregations, we need to
examine covenant as something that we
live, is meaningful, can be used to call
each other into community. When we
have hurt each other when we step out
of covenant, we need to lift up and
engage in covenant.

Worship Team
6/21/2021
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is the story of our church?

extraordinary
depth and
reach of
sermons

2016-2020: Trump
presidency brought in
many new members

War in
Afganistan
and Iraq

commitment to
social justice

1990

Border
Issues
during
Obama

Consequent
clearer
focus on
war issues

2000

Jon
Eldredge
1999

Michael
McDonald
1985

Christine
was
called

Heather
Clark
2001

Youth
added to
Worship
Leaders

Raven
Starr
2005

Worship
more
"improv" Plan
on the side

Better focus
on worship
leader
training

Worship has
transitioned during
the 2010s away
from improv to
carefully planned,
choreographed and
implemented

Jerilyn
Bowen
2014

Christine resigned,
Angela became our
Sr. Minister 2018

Too big for
individual
sharing during
worship

Christine
started very
slow transition
to more
spiritual issues

Dramatic
growth

Judy
Goering
2014

dramatic
increase in lay
participation in
services ~2005

Candles
and sharing
during
worship

Trump elected.
Many
conservative
members left

2010
Church Timeline

Worship more
structured.
Everything
planned

Criminalization
of Social
Justice work
(during
Obama)

Big new
sanctuary
quickly felt
small

Year to
forget and
year to
remember

2021

Trump and
consequent
social
The year that
justice
doesn't count
-- everything
changed

Angela
called

People of
color added
to worship
leaders
Better focus
on worship
leader
training

Lots of new
faces, lots
of new
attendees

Worship Team
6/21/2021
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

What is the soul of this church?
Quality of
our
ministers

We're moving
beyond tolerance
into openness,
encouragement and
understanding of
other beliefs

Caring about one
another and seeking
spiritual truth together

Social
Justice
Seven
principles
speak to
many

Values
that we
live

Our
people

Issues of
outside world
drive people
toward us...

A religion that
constantly and
deliberately
reinvents itself

Creating
sacred
space and
ritual

Our church
as a liberal
beacon

Grow with
the better
parts of our
society

Having a
safe place
to worship

Encouragement
to let people
create their own
spiritual journey

What is our church's unique and irresistible calling and what should we do now

Worship Team
6/21/2021
Facilitated by: Heather Clark
Notes by: Michael McDonald

Improve how
we make
members feel
included and
valued

Dedicated
space for
music

Use our hybrid
services to
attract and
keep new
members

consciousness
raising re
white and
class privilege

More
diversity of
race and
ethnicity

There are many
people "lurking"
to figure out how
we do things.
Lean into that and
be an influence

Be a sagebrush
church in terms
of multimedia to
reach a wider
community

Honor people
who want
church but
not services

Get our
message out
to different
people

Update out
web site to be
more useful -easier to find
stuff

Put our
newsletter
out in other
languages

making sure that all
members feel part of a
community where they
are known & valued

Alternative
Services in
Spanish

Market
ourselves
better

Find ways to
help people
make personal
connections

Sacred space:
Clapping
messes it up.

Automatically
put people
into family
groups

Use our buildings
to our best
advantage -- use it
to promote our
vision to the wider
community

More
connection to
other faith-
based
religions

Events where
we invite the
wider
community

What is the story of our church?*
CUUPS
formed

Christine
started 1980s?

Founded
in 1950

Mikaela Supporting
people I
like

1990

2000

Youth Group
7/17/2021
Facilitated by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore
Miranda
- UU
Camp
2010

2021

Church Timeline

Now social hall,
then sanctuary
built because
outgrew first
sanctuary (now
Memorial Hall)

Brianna
- UU
Camp

RE
Building
built

La
Amikoj
moved

Arc
Building
sold in the
1960s

RE
Director
changes

YOUTH

Turnover
with youth
coordinator

Joey Gilson political
stance,
interacting,
music

Youth and La
Amikoj fused
occassionally

James intern 2016

Delino RE
Council

Alana connecting
with youth

Voting
Angela as
new Sr.
Minister

Angela
joined 2010

New
sanctuary
- 2016

Joey Gilson political stance,
interacting,
music [after
hiatus]

Christine
retired 2018

Dan 2017

Bob
came 2019

Jane intern

* Introduction question: What connects you to church?

Youth Group
7/17/2021
Facilitated by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

What is the soul of our church?
Connections making
everyone feel
safe in the
community

Good
community for
multiple faiths comfortable and
won't be judged

Growth - ideals
of freedom of
belief but
community

freedom
of ideas
(no creed)

Respect

Search in
multiple places
for meaning
and good
ideas

Open-
mindedness

Fun and
interesting
people

Liberalism /
progressive

8
principles

Religious
experience
yet liberal

SUPPORT

Acceptance
and
support

World
and ABQ
growing...

Difference
groups - make
everyone
welcome

s
O
U
L

What is our congregation’s unique and irresistible calling now?
What themes will the next chapter include?

Make a
better
world

Anti-racism
and anti-
oppression

Allow
others
to thrive

Freedom to
choose own
path and still
form stronger
community

Respect
everyone
and
ourselves

Beliefs
and
pronouns

Following
the 8
principles

food
pantry

Groups still
doing
meetings at
church

OWL teaches
about sex,
concern,
respect,
inclusivity

CUUPS

Overnights
w/
midnight
rituals

Being
together
again

Youth
group is >
fun than
sermons

Make
everyone
feel
included

Church is
pretty
accessible

Youth Group
7/17/2021
Facilitated by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore
Notes by: Mikaela Renz-Whitmore

Other ideas:
More people
can come to
church
online

Creative corner:

Hi. My name is

Lenny

Online has
been hard to
all be together
online

Not as
connected

Didn't figure
out pledging
online. More
complicated.

Phase 2 Engagement
●
●
●
●
●

Powerpoint
Handout
Input from Breakout Rooms via Zoom
Input at the Table after In-person service
Input from the Survey
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What we’ve done so far

 We spoke to youth, retired ministers, worship leaders,

LGBTQIA+ members, Foothills group, East Mountain and
Socorro branches, EarthWeb, Social Justice Council,
Religious Education Council, People of Color group, and
the Care Team.
 We gathered hundreds of comments.
 We organized your history, hopes, and ideas.


We want
to hear more from you, our friends and
members

What is our church’s unique and irresistible
calling?
What ideas do you think we have the energy to
accomplish in the next five years?
What are your priorities? What is your role in
accomplishing these priorities?

A healthy church, moving in the right direction



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional ministers and staff.
Beautiful, functional buildings and grounds.
Amazing technical capabilities, like Zoom.
Meaningful worship services with a mix of spiritual, educational,
musical and social justice elements.
A spiritually rich, supportive congregation.
An ever-widening circle of connection.
Successful religious education programs.
Meaningful social justice work.
A legacy of learning to be welcoming to LGBTQA+ people.



Anti-racism / anti-•
oppression

Your proposed strategic directions
Embracing multiple cultures in our church and
building our relational skills to be fully inclusive

• Weaving all ages into all we do to support each other
Church for All Ages
at each stage of our lives
Engagement &
Connection

• Strengthening connections and deepening
relationships to care for each other

Welcoming Campus
•

Social Justice

Putting our campus to work to serve our values

• Joining forces with community partners and our
youth to work for social, economic, and
environmental justice

Embracing multiple cultures in our church and
building our relational skills to be fully inclusive

Anti-racism /
anti-oppression


Conduct a focused year of action and adopt the 8th principle.



Focus on church systems that need to change.



De-center whiteness to make space for many cultures.



Celebrate and embrace diversity.



Lean into discomfort and learning other cultures as we build our
relationships.



Look for opportunities to fold other languages into our services.



Co-host services with other UU churches and participate in more
interfaith services. Widening our circle.



Celebrate the richness in diversity of theology. Multiple sources
enrich our church.



Diversify our music.

Church for
All Ages



Weaving all ages into all we do to support
each other at each stage of our lives



Embrace multigenerational approach to church.



Prioritize family ministry.



Rethink Religious Education. Prioritize fun, social time with stealth
religious education.



Build resilient people and relationships through long-term
connections.


Example: Regularly seed new multigenerational extended families.



Example: Host multigenerational retreats.



Example: Organize multigenerational social justice actions.

Engagement  Strengthening connections and deepening
& Connection
relationships to care for each other


Revisit our Mission Covenant.



Lean in on how we minister and nurture each other.



Be compassionate and intentional in how we build and deepen community.



Revisit our how-tos in Zoom, the branches, meetings, groups to deepen
relationships.



Launch an ongoing group to keep a constant pulse on the congregation
through surveys, listening sessions, etc.



Build skills around recovering from mistakes and repairing relationships.



Keep Zoom and hybrid church.



Coordinate with branches.



Social
Justice

Joining forces with community partners
and our youth to work for social,
economic, and environmental justice



Join forces with other faith communities.



Develop and support next generation social justice leaders.



Offer church facilities to social justice organizations we support.



Work on interconnected issues: race, economy, environment.



Provide counter-culture narratives that champion our values.



Act in multiple ways: learn, do, engage.



Host events that elevate our presence, mission and values in the
community.

Welcoming
Campus



Putting our campus to work to serve our values



Take a holistic look at our infrastructure to maximize its use to express
our values and support our mission.



Use buildings to support outreach and partner organizations.



Support branches’ infrastructure and needs.



Ensure facilities are child friendly and accessible to all.



Be mindful of issues of privilege when making decisions about
infrastructure.



Leverage technology and social media for outreach and growth.



Anti-racism / anti-•
oppression

Your proposed strategic directions
Embracing multiple cultures in our church and
building our relational skills to be fully inclusive

• Weaving all ages into all we do to support each other
Church for All Ages
at each stage of our lives
Engagement &
Connection

• Strengthening connections and deepening
relationships to care for each other

Welcoming Campus
•

Social Justice

Putting our campus to work to serve our values

• Joining forces with community partners and our
youth to work for social, economic, and
environmental justice


We want
to hear more from you, our friends and
members

Anti-racism / antioppression

Church for All Ages
Engagement &
Connection

What is our church’s unique and irresistible
calling?
What ideas do you think we have the energy to
accomplish in the next five years?

Welcoming Campus

Social Justice

What are your priorities? What is your role in
accomplishing these priorities?



Next steps

 Annual meeting: January 30, 2021

 Thank you! We appreciate you.

2022-2026

What is our church’s unique and irresistible calling?
Leveraging what we have for what we want to see in the world...
Social Justice:
Joining forces with community partners
and our youth to work for social,
economic, and environmental justice

Welcoming Campus : Putting our campus
and technology to work to serve our values

Possible Actions:

Possible Actions:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Rally and build on efforts among church groups for a
churchwide social justice cause.
Join forces with other faith communities.
Develop and support next generation social justice leaders.
Offer church facilities to social justice organizations we support.
Host social justice events that support our values and elevate our
presence and effectiveness in the community.
Address the root causes of homelessness in the community
through our social justice work as we address its impacts on our
campus.

•

•
•

Take a holistic look at our infrastructure to maximize its use to
express our values and support our mission.
Use buildings to support outreach and partner organizations.
Support branches’ infrastructure and needs.
Ensure facilities are child friendly and accessible to all.
Be mindful of issues of privilege when making decisions about
infrastructure.
Build on technology and social media for outreach and growth.
Renew our focus to address campus safety and security, while
intentionally following our values concerning homeless people
using our facility and grounds.

Building on why we come together...
Engagement & Connection:
Strengthening connections and deepening relationships to care for each other
Possible Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revisit our Mission Covenant.
Lean in on how we minister and nurture each other.
Be compassionate and intentional in how we build and deepen community.
Revisit our how-tos in Zoom, the branches, meetings, groups to deepen relationships.
Launch an ongoing group to keep a constant pulse on the congregation through surveys, listening sessions, etc.
Build skills around recovering from mistakes and repairing relationships.

Strengthening our foundations...
Anti-racism / Anti-oppression /
Multiculturalism:
Embracing multiple cultures in our church
and building our relational skills to be
fully inclusive
Possible Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct a focused year of action and adopt the 8th principle.
Focus on church systems that need to change.
De-center whiteness to make space for many cultures.
Celebrate and embrace diversity.
Lean into discomfort and learning other cultures as we build our
relationships.
Look for opportunities to fold other languages into our services.

Church for All Ages:
Weaving all ages into all we do to support
each other at each stage of our lives
Possible Actions:
•
•
•
•

Embrace multigenerational approach to church.
Prioritize family ministry.
Rethink Religious Education. Prioritize fun, social time with
stealth religious education.
Build resilient people and relationships through long-term
connections.
• Example: Regularly seed new multigenerational extended
families.
• Example: Host multigenerational retreats.
• Example: Organize multigenerational social justice actions.

Evening Meeting on 12/9

Partcipants
Ruth
Ann
Cooper

Want to see
First U be
the best in
can be

Anti-
racism/
anti-
oppression

Linda
Skye

Note taker

Mikaela

stumbling
forward and
2 steps back
since 2018

"Inclusion"
is maybe
implied and
understood

White Fragility
/ Widening
Circle / Anti-
racism book
group

Greeters program.
Not just welcoming
but feel enviro is
inclusive in
immediate way to
want to come back

Overwhelmed
in a positive
way at how far
this has gone

Used to be
that you could
only join
chalice circle
once a year

Don't know a
lot of people;
rely on church
bulletin, etc.

Focus on church
systems to be
more inclusive,
more
welcoming.

Happy,
speechless in
making
commitment

Beloved
Conversations different ways of
feeling welcome
and
communicating

when meeting
with Widening the
Circle, felt
isolated, not
common dream
of congregation

Not just
"browning
the pews"

So much
broader than
adopting 8th
principle

Change of
paradigm
and world
view

Come from
multiple groups
and individuals
that you've met
with

Be the
change

Adopting 8th
principle just
one step in
the work

Learning to
meet people
where they
are

Mistakes
&
Miracles

Lean into
discomfort; let
growth happen; be
gentle with each
other and respect
each other

Some people
may even
leave, but
pleased to see
commitment

Lifelong
commitment
for individuals
and church for
decades.

Was hard to
see multiple
groups since
COVID

Want to put
Spanish comfort /
conversation Cambio - Spanish
as 2nd language

Become the church
that POC will feel
welcome when they
arrive / Language on
the slide "Becoming
multicultural" sounds
like goal is recruiting

Book
group

Widening
the Circle

Like getting
married. Wedding
is just the
beginning, not the
marriage.

8th principle is
an action but
just part of
continuum.

Evening Meeting on 12/9

Multi-
generational

All for
that.

Partcipants

Our first visit to
First U - kids
were separated.
Missed them
terribly!

Kids sat w/
families up at
front. left after
children's
story

Been coming
since mid 90s,
active around
2008 or 2009

Ruth
Ann
Cooper

Loved zoom
services - time for
all ages. Always
that focus every
Sunday

Linda
Skye

Note taker

Engagement
&
Connection

Everything that's
important to us
needs to include
all generations.

Separation
is still
there.

RE - separate
building.
Separated
ourselves in some
way. A feeling

There are
members who
couldn't tell
you where RE
building is.

Hospitality /
Inclusion
Group Sunday
greeting

Laira asked from
youth and POC
group about
hospitality - +
changes to be
helpful

Lobby - nothing
there to see /
learn about us our triumphs,
values - make
visible

Kids art
in
lobby?

Me: Add
intentional
leadership
development

Remember
members who have
been here a long
time - social outlet
and connection with
imp. people for
them

Want change but
understand I want
what I had at my
old church where
things weren't
changing

First U for many
people, it's their
anchor, source
of strength and
resilience

Journey of
Membership
Committee

181 inquiries
to members /
31 responses

Group focused on
it might find out
what works, what
variety is needed
to reach diverse
folks

Volunteer
group of
members
guided by staff

Learn how to
nurture each
other and care for
each other when
life happens.

Mentor / program
- 1st planning
meeting, how
communicate,
basic ways of
being together

Mapolos,
Young Family,
Penguin
Family

Mikaela

Lots of
work to do
on this.

Like
constant
pulse check
1

Better able to
understand
selves so we
can grow and
deepen

Make sure
people don't
feel like
they're losing
their support

New
member
survey 1-3
years

Given me
most nurture
is extended
family

Tough to
build
families and
get started

Evening Meeting on 12/9

Worship &
Spirituality

Social
Justice

Partcipants
Ruth
Ann
Cooper

In old church sanctuary called
meeting room
because so
wounded from
Protestant
background

Wanted to call it
my sanctuary from world and
could grow and
explore in + frame
of mind

Draw people
because
accept broad
background of
theologies

Our ministers
good about
avoiding
misappropriation
of cultures

As gray hair, seems
like music is diverse,
so trying to
understand how
doesn't seem that
way if you are from
other cultures

Would
welcome
interfaith
services

Excellent
group of
goals in this
area

Fits well /
nicely with
anti-racism
work - good to
see

My experience to
exposure to our SJ
work - hard to do
as congregation.
Feels siloed

SJ council
supposed to
bring groups
together /
cohesion

Congregation
as a whole
isn't invested
in it

UUCB - 15
to 20 task
forces

COVID blank 16-20
months

Only thing I
see is Food
Pantry

Have way new
members /
visitors can see
all the different
SJ opportunities

Make more
visible /
accessible

Rainbow
rights TF

Racial
justice
TF

How land on
someone kicked
out of church
because of gay
or had abortion?

Jesus / God
talk wounding
or turn-off for
some?

Note taker
Mikaela

Communicate /
break down silos.
Congregation-
wide social action

Linda
Skye

Evening Meeting on 12/9

Infrastructure

Scheduling of
white fragility
group - back to
back. No time for
set up / tear down

Walked in on
AA meeting.
Thought had
10 min to set
up

Learned
that dust
isn't dirt

Didn't
know
memorial
was there

Grade change,
building
oriented to
South

Campus
Master Plan - 2
story Arnold /
Wesson

Partcipants

Love
tree
New
people tour of
campus

Ruth
Ann
Cooper

Love that we
have property
to South to
work with

Continuing
orientation

Beautiful
campus

Campus
feels like
an oasis

Wesson wanted
to clean it

Note taker
Mikaela

Tear down Wesson
Wing, create
another opening in
center of our
campus - connect
Arc Building

Linda
Skye

Zoom breakout 10:00 a.m. on 12/12
Partcipants
William
Baker

Glad you're
doing this.
Good thing for
church to do

Bethe
Orell

Note takers

Gilbert

Anti-
racism/
anti-
oppression

8th
principle education
needed

Experience as
queer person see congregation
get certified as
Welcoming
Congregation

Groups that
hold space are
groups that
self-promote

Multi-
generational

Trans
reading
events with
kids

Engagement
&
Connection

Zoom
meetings help
introverts
connect

New Mission
covenant process /
statement

Transgender
gap?

Group
for queer
folks?

Tough to get
connnected in
in a way that's
meaningful.

Needs to be
more part of
people who
speak loudly

Covenant
groups

Extended
families

Visibility /
accessibility /
communication
of existing
groups

Mikaela

Kent
Madden

Zoom breakout 10:00 a.m. on 12/12
(cont'd)

Partcipants
William
Baker

Worship &
Spirituality

Appreciate space
held for folks that
practice paganism
- CUUPS group

Bethe
Orell

Note takers

Gilbert

Social
Justice

Missing
having
ministerial
support

Need a social
justice
coordinator to
be part of staff

Have a room with
video and all set
up for whatever
we need to do for
SJ groups in Arc
Building

Zoom commitment to
reduce carbon online meetings
reduce carbon

Incarcerated
and family

Mikaela

Kent
Madden

Zoom breakout 12:15 p.m. on 12/19
Participants

Anti-
racism/
anti-
oppression

Multi-
generational

Engagement
&
Connection

Helping make
the church
more
welcoming
congregation

Linda Skye
/ Laira
group

New
member
survey

Report 7
actions

Coffee hour
strategies
for
newcomers

Bring back
yellow
mugs?

1-2 tables sermon
discussion

COVID very
damaging and
continues to
be

Less
enthusiasm
about doing
things

No Wed.
potluck

No holiday
get
togethers New Years

Potluck for
new members
(and getting to
know existing
members)

Jerilyn
Bowen

Worship &
Spirituality

Magnet for those
not interested in
the dogmatic but
connection to
spirituality / soul
searching

Social
Justice

Members for
10 years once a month
forums

Follow up are they
happening?
Bring back

Policing /
social justice
/ climate
action

Infrastructure

How use
Arc
Building?

Security concerns
- Catalytic
converters stolen
from parking lots

What happens
if don't get
closer to
meeting
budget?

Article on
tutoring
program - 0
response

Fear of COVID
keeping
people home
on Zoom?

2018 Immigration
justice - several
sessions to listen
to variety of
issues

Hobbit
Merritt

Need
identifier to
can welcome
newcomers

Carol
Oslund

Many good
things about
Zoom breakout
rooms

Feedback from after-service table: 12/5/2021 & 12/12/21

Anti-
racism/
anti-
oppression

Reading
stories
from POC
adults

Hiring
practice

How can
we be more
open to
POC?

More examples
would be nice.
What is "Focus on
church systems
that need to
change?"

Address
mysogeny as
oppression
please

Participants

Peggy
Roberts

Mia
Noren

Sarah

Hilary
Berger

Alana
Rodriguez

Nancy

Note takers

Michael

Multi-
generational

Our young POC
members do not
have POC role
model in RE since
those helping are
white.

This whole
church is the
church of our
children.

Engagement
&
Connection

Offer
writing
workshops

Number tables in
social hall and ask
people go to their
assigned number
table after the
service

Leadership position
in instigating
connection w/ other
artistists.Potential
community
partnerships

Create more
groups for
people to
engage around
certain topics

Relationships w/
folks of every age
are important for
children and
youth

Youth of color
as participants
for
congregation

Actions for Engagement to
understand Beloved
Community covenant and
learning skills to be open,
nurture and learn from
mistakes & repair
relationships

Add some organization in
the Care Team for getting
volunteers to help people
with short term, short
notice physical service like
moving, house work, etc.

Amy

Heather

other
members

Feedback from after-service table: 12/5/2021 & 12/12/21
(cont'd)

Worship &
Spirituality

How does our
spirituality
express: "We
belong to the
Earth!"

How can our
spirituality show us
that we have the
authority and
responsibility to
manage our
evolution?

How can our
spiritual beliefs
deepen our
connection to
earth?

What is the spirits
role in our work
of living our lives
to honor the
radiant beauty of
earth?

What if mercy
comes from
human, not
the devine

Participants
William
Baker

Hold small
group
discussions
after Sunday
sermon

Note takers

Gilbert
Engagement/
connection &
Worship/spirituality
are about fine
tuning how we do
our work that brings
People together

Social
Justice

Infrastructure

1.1 Interfaith
network is very
important & we
need to be very
explicit about this
bullet

Need a
fragrance-free
section in the
Sanctuary for
services

1.7 "Co-host"
instead of "Host"
so we are not just
promoting our
church

Should give
Rev Jane Davis
an office in the
ARC building

Be aware of
others doing
similar types
of work is
important.

Hiring
practice

We need a social justice
coordinator. Loss of
Beth Elliot caused our
communications to
shrink. Reaffirm the
importance of our SJ
Coordinator

Space&team
beyond
visual arts

Arts as a tool for
social
justice&inclusion.
Use Art to bring
people into the
church.

Safety around our
perimeter. Thefts
in parking areas.
(Feedback from
Board)

Bethe
Orell

Mikaela

Kent
Madden
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\PMNQẀÿX\bMLWUNMÿPTLÿOLMNMQSMÿXQ\ÿOTLOPNMÿMQPT][^
hPÿXSWUbMYaÿWXZMÿNWMONÿWPÿfMSPVMÿXÿVPLMÿcMYSPVUQ]ÿSPQ]LM]XWUPQ^
nTNWÿXÿLMVUQ\MLÿW[XWÿUWǸÿUVOPLWXQWÿWPÿLMVMVfMLÿWLXQNÿgPYZNÿXLMÿPgWMQÿophÿcMYSPVM\ÿXNÿSPVOYMWMYaÿXN
PW[MLÿqTMMLÿgPYZ^ÿrMWǸÿ]MWÿfXSZÿPQÿfPXL\ÿcUW[ÿsMYSPVUQ]ÿNWXWTNÿXNÿXÿSPQ]LM]XWUPQtÿsMÿ[XbMÿXQ
TQTNTXYYaÿ[U][ÿWLXQNÿOPOTYXWUPQÿUQÿmuvwÿxXafMÿfMSXTNMÿloxÿXQ\ÿysÿxM\USXYÿ[XbMÿPTWNWXQ\UQ]
OLP]LXVNÿgPLÿWLXQN]MQ\MLÿ[MXYW[^ÿsMÿXYNPÿ[XbMÿW[MÿhLXQN]MQ\MLÿzMNPTLSMÿ{MQWML^ÿhLXQNÿgPYZÿXLMÿPgWMQ
YPPZUQ]ÿgPLÿXÿNOULUWTXYÿ[PVMÿfTWÿgMMYÿTQcMYSPVMÿUQÿNWLPQ]Yaÿ{[LUNWUXQkuUfYMdSMQWMLM\ÿS[TLS[MN^
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HIÿKLMNOPMLM

QRSTUÿRVLÿWMMSLMÿRVLPÿRXYLÿXÿMRXPTZ
IRVÿNKWP[WN\L
]XKTÿROÿRL\\ÿ^VXRÿWMÿX\KLXTUÿWPÿNKO_KLMMÿ̀ÿÿ
abcÿdPRẀKX[WMefÿWP[\SMWOPÿ̀ÿVLXKTÿXgOSRÿR^OÿXPRẀKX[WMeÿgOOYÿ_KOSNMÿgSRÿTOPhRÿYPO^ÿ^VLKLÿROÿiWPTÿWPiO
ZZZÿOSKÿjklÿ_KOSNÿWMÿeLLRWP_ÿKL_S\XK\UÿgSRÿ^WRVÿMeX\\ÿeLegLKMVWNÿmXPTÿMOeLÿiKOeÿORVLKÿno
[OP_KL_XRWOPMpfÿWRhMÿPORÿKLNKLMLPRXRWqLÿOiÿOSKÿ[OP_KL_XRWOPÿZZZÿVO^ÿTOÿ^LÿWPqWRLÿORVLKMrÿÿ
abcÿsMLÿOiÿgSW\TWP_ÿ̀ÿ^OS\Tÿ\WYLÿROÿYPO^ÿWPRLPRWOPMÿiOKÿPL^ÿgSW\TWP_ÿ̀ÿ̀XKLÿRVLKLÿXPUrÿ]XqLÿVLXKTÿPORVWP_
ZZZÿWiÿPORÿiOKÿtWKMRÿsÿSMLfÿRVLPÿWRÿ^OS\TÿgLÿPW[LÿROÿiWPTÿ[O\\XgOKXRWqLÿ_KOSNÿROÿSMLÿRVLÿMNX[LÿmOKÿeXUgL
MVXKLÿ^VLPÿtWKMRÿsÿWMÿPORÿSMWP_rpÿZZZÿSPYPO^PÿXMÿROÿWiÿXPUÿKLVXgÿWMÿPLLTLTÿOKÿXPURVWP_ÿ
abcÿLPqWKOPeLPRX\ÿuSMRW[Lv[O\\XgOKXRWOPÿ^WRVÿORVLKÿOK_XPWwXRWOPMÿ̀ÿTOPhRÿYPO^ÿ^VXRÿtWKMRÿsÿWMÿTOWP_
X\KLXTUÿZZZÿVO^v^VLPÿ^W\\ÿ^LÿiWPTÿOSRrÿ
abcÿTWKL[RWOPMÿ̀ÿPLLTÿROÿeXYLÿ^LgMWRLÿeOKLÿSMXg\LÿiOKÿeLegLKMÿXPTÿRVLÿNSg\W[ÿ̀ÿXeÿiKLxSLPR\UÿVXqWP_
ROÿMLXK[VÿOKÿXMYÿiOKÿVL\NÿROÿiWPTÿ^VXRÿyÿPLLTÿZZZ
zVLPÿMXiLfÿgKWP_ÿ[VW\TKLPÿXPTÿXÿ{WeLÿiOKÿd\\ÿd_LMÿWPROÿLqLKUÿWPǸLKMOPÿMLKqW[LZÿdTONRÿRVLÿIRVÿNKWP[WN\LZ
dTS\R[\XMMLMgOOY_KOSNMMLKeOPMWPqWRLTMNLXYLKMOSRKLX[VROORVLK[VSK[VLMabLTS[XRWOP
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TUÿQVNWXYXQVWXSZ[
\R]O^ONÿ_àÿSOObObÿRNÿYVccOb[
deOÿfghÿZNRiQÿeVPÿjOOSÿVÿQNXRNXWUÿkRNÿaOÿPXSYOÿXWPÿXSYOQWXRSÿlÿVÿPVkOÿQcVYOÿWRÿPeVNOÿ]XWeRiWÿXSWONNiQWXRSm
Vb^XYOÿRNÿ]eXWOÿ^XO]Pÿ[[[ÿ_ÿ]XccÿYRSWXSiOÿWRÿjOÿVÿQVNWÿRkÿWeVW[ÿ_ÿeV^OÿjOOSÿVÿPijPWXWiWOÿiPeONÿXSÿWeOÿQVPWÿl
eV^OÿSRWÿeOVNbÿeR]ÿWeOÿSO]ÿnVbXYVcÿ\RPQXWVcXWUÿWOVaÿbXkkONPÿRNÿ]eVWÿWeOUÿVNOÿVjRiWÿ[[[ÿeR]ÿbRÿ]OÿkXSb
RiWÿVjRiWÿSO]ÿQNRZNVaPÿcXoOÿWeOPOp
_ÿ]RicbÿWVoOÿYcVPPOPÿVSbÿqRXSÿZNRiQPÿWeVWÿVNOÿbRXSZÿRiWNOVYeÿ]XWeÿRWeONÿYeiNYeOP[
riZZOPWXSZÿWeXPÿWRÿURiÿNXZeWÿSR]ÿst
_ÿ]XccÿQVNWXYXQVWOÿ]XWeÿVÿQcVSSXSZÿWOVaÿkRNÿRQONVWXRSVcXuXSZÿNOYRaaOSbObÿPWNVWOZXOPÿkNRaÿWeOÿvO]
wOajONÿriN^OU
_ÿ]RicbÿjOÿ]XccXSZÿWRÿjOÿQVNWÿRkÿ]eVWÿ_ÿqiPWÿaOSWXRSOb[ÿ_xaÿVÿ]eXWOÿQONPRSÿXSÿWeOÿngnÿVSbÿydhÿZNRiQP[ÿ_
VcPRÿVWWOSbÿhRaXSZÿWRÿWeOÿdVjcO[ÿ_xaÿVcPRÿ^ONUÿXSWONOPWObÿXSÿNOOPWVjcXPeXSZÿRiNPOc^OPÿVPÿVÿyOcYRaXSZ
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SGÿHTJUVWÿFGXYHYZÿJUFÿ[YHHYJKÿHZ\ZG[GKZ]
SYZTJUZÿTG\FYK^ÿ\_JUZÿ\YFÿ̀YVZGFYK^ÿ\ZÿZTGÿaTUFaTbÿaJKZ\aZÿZF\aYK^ÿJFÿFGcUYFGWÿX\aaYK\ZYJKHbÿdÿWJÿKJZÿIV\K
ZJÿ\ZZGKWÿJKea\[IUHÿGXGKZHÿ]]]HGG[HÿJZTGFÿJF^\KYf\ZYJKHÿT\XGÿZTYHÿZJ^GZTGFÿ\KWÿgGÿWJÿKJZhÿiFÿ]]]
[\j_GÿgGÿWJÿ_UZÿ\FGÿkUHZÿKJZÿVGZZYK^ÿaJK^FG^\ZYJKÿlKJgÿ\_JUZÿG``JFZHÿ\KWÿH\`GZjÿIFJZJaJVHhÿmG\VVjÿ̀GGV
JUZZ\ÿZTGÿVJJIÿZTGHGÿW\jHÿ\KWÿKJZÿHUFGÿgTJÿZJÿaJKZ\aZÿ̀JFÿ\KHgGFHÿ]]]
dÿ\[ÿKJZÿI\FZYaUV\FVjÿT\IIjÿgYZTÿZTGÿaUFFGKZÿnZTG[Gÿ_\HGWnÿ[YKYHZFj]ÿSGÿ\FGÿ[YHHYK^ÿHJÿ[\Kj
JIIJFZUKYZYGHÿZJÿ\WWFGHHÿaJ[[UKYZjÿYHHUGHÿ_Ga\UHGÿZTGÿZTG[GHÿWJKoZÿWG\VÿgYZTÿZTJHGÿaJKaGFKH]ÿd
gJUVWÿVYlGÿZJÿHGGÿ[YKYHZFjÿ_\HGWÿJKÿZTGÿHZF\ZG^YaÿWYFGaZYJKH]ÿpT\ZÿgJUVWÿ_Gÿ[UaTÿ[JFGÿGK^\^YK^ÿ\KW
GKGF^YfYK^ÿ̀JFÿZTGÿaJK^FG^\ZYJK]
qWXGFZYHGrÿdÿlKJgÿYZoHÿGsIGKHYXGbÿ_UZÿYZÿaJUVWÿ\VHJÿ_Gÿ\ÿ^FG\ZÿYKXGHZ[GKZr
tUWJHÿZJÿZTGÿuJ\FWÿ̀JFÿHGZZYK^ÿZTGHGÿWYFGaZYJKHÿgYZTYKÿZTYHÿKGsZÿvÿjG\FÿwZF\ZG^YaÿxV\K]
SGÿT\XGÿ\ZÿVG\HZÿDÿaJUIVGHÿdÿlKJgÿJ`ÿZT\Zÿ_GVJK^GWÿZJÿyyÿzJK^FG^\ZYJKHÿZT\ZÿHUaaGHH`UVVjÿ\WJIZGWÿZTG
{ZTÿxFYKaYIVG]ÿp\IÿZTGYFÿGsIGFYGKaG]ÿ|JYKÿT\KWHÿgYZTÿHYHZGFÿaTUFaTGHÿFG^YJK\VVjÿqFYfJK\}zJVJF\WJÿZJJh~
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Input by Key Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-racism / Anti-oppression / Multiculturalism
Multigenerational Congregation
Staff / Ministerial Leadership
Re-engagement / Supporting Each Other
Campus / Physical & Communications Infrastructure
Social Justice / Actions
Spirituality / Worship
Outreach & Growth

UUABQ – Strategic Plan 2022-2026

D

Anti-racism / Anti-oppression / Multiculturalism
We always
have inclusion
calling and we
struggle

When Jane left,
Carmen + Lucy
moved to leadership
of PoC. Growth
opportunity for
them and the
church.

At GA, I was exposed to broader
and deeper issues of our role in
becoming more multicultural
and more inclusive church.
Because we are large and visible
in this part of country, I look
forward to playing this role and
help our congregation to
become a multicultural and
more inclusive church.

Congregation
trained in anti-
racism / anti-
oppression

Lead from
being
trauma-
informed

People of
color added
to worship
leaders

White
Fragility
reading
groups

Disappointment
/ anger that
church hasn't
embraced 8th
principle

Leadership
trained in anti-
racism / anti-
oppression

nurture personal
spiritual resilience
so that folks can
stay in the struggle
for the beloved
community

Multiculturalis
m, diversity reason I'm
dedicated to
this church

PoC
group

PoC group
has
become my
church

Maybe
misjudged
this church

Put our
newsletter
out in other
languages

We're moving
beyond tolerance
onto openness,
encouragement and
understanding of
other beliefs

Reached out to
people in other
UU congregations
w/o PoC groups.
Have joined us.

Get out of our
box of what
church music
is and etc to
bring diversity

Committed
to the 8
principles

Alternative
Services in
Spanish

Before COVID, would
have said our soul was
SJ. Now, not as easy to
have big, messy
conversation over
months/years to
negotiate 8th principle

making our
community
a safe place
for all

Leaders in
anti-racism
work

Ministers
express
understanding
of what it's like
not to be white

Racism is
something we
should be
thinking about.

8th principal
work -adopting in
action

Diversifying
music - culture
/ worship /
teaching /
leadership

bob - 8th
principle
sermon

How to make our
church be more
inviting, more
welcoming to PoC

We weathered the
storm, but how
we move forward
and be more
inclusive is a big
challenge.

Heal concern
about buying ARC
over doing
outreach or more
important work

More
diversity of
race and
ethnicity

Improve how
we make
members feel
included and
valued

Jane Davis
serving
ABQ!

Makes it harder
for me to feel I
belong when my
peers aren't
here

Show
leadership in
changing racial
dynamics

We chose New
Mexico because of
its diversity. It has
an inclusive
personality. It is a
little more
controversial now.

Encourage
diversity and
inclusivity within
our city. All ages,
genders, races,
ethnic groups.

LSC: Monthly
agenda incorporating
diversity / can do
similar with
families/youth

Continue
Diversity
agenda in
Leadership
Succession

People speaking
on Sundays more
diverse - different
format (speak
their ideas share
the power)

People
of Color
group

Inclusivity incl.
environmental
racism

Following
the 8
principles

To engage in the
current 8th Principle
movement among
UU congregations
by a collaborative
effort within our
congregation

church complicit
in privilege system needs to
be reworked

Interact
without
harming
each other

8
principles

how to
integrate anti-
racism / anti-
oppression
issues

Affinity and
care for
each other

It's time for
UUABQ to
take action

Be
bold.

All of us need to
grow to be more
effective human
being - broaden
sources of learning /
wisdom.

Embrace
discomfort as
we build our
relationships.

Own the
work.

Focus on
systems
that need
to change.

To be relevant in
ABQ, in US, in
world - as a
church - time to
change to be
multicultural.

Learning how
to embrace
other
cultures.

De-center
whiteness to
make space
for multiple
cultures.

Celebrate,
embrace
diversity

Language
access

Invest in
removing
barriers /
turn-offs

Adopt 8th
principle &
then focused
year of action

Spanish
service

Calling

Phase
2

Key

Story

Soul

Multigenerational Congregation

Turnover
with youth
coordinator

Changed RE
Council everyone
has portfolio

Intentionality
around all ages integrated into
main service.
Very powerful.

Kickoff of the Rad
Gen campaign
with games in
courtyard - kids
led! (Play and
inclusivity)

More single
parents now
involved in
RE

Children still
not completely
welcomed as
part of the
church

Thematic
ministry
disappointing
in terms of RE
curriculum

Evaluate RE
Council portfolios
- maybe someone
resp. for these
connections

RE
Director
changes

Multigener
ational =
very
affirming

Youth or
4th/5th grade:
Readings in
service

Class to learn
how to light
chalice, then
"certified" to
light chalice

Kids don't feel
connected to
church, or care
about it. Just place
to go, not belong.

Add parent to
Worship
Team?
Someone from
RE Council?

OWL teaches
about sex,
concern,
respect,
inclusivity

Family ministry interact and have
parents be role
models for how to
connect to church /
serve community

Youth
group is >
fun than
sermons

Weaving children
into church to
help them feel
connected, not
just to RE

Fun and
play create
community!

aspiring and
practicing being a
multi-generational
community in
specific ways

Want to
encourage
younger
people to
attend 1st U

La
Amikoj
moved

"RE is very
resourceful,
and we have
to be!"

RE
area

Want church
to find ways
to connect /
integrate kids

Hands on
activity /
action

Would video
game
tournaments
encourage
attendance?

Overnights
w/
midnight
rituals

RE: not
serving
well

Normalizing
families in
church
activities

"RE is very
resourceful,
and we have
to be!"

Families
light chalice
(Advent in
Dec)

Kids - 1 x per
year - lead
time for all
ages, call
adults up

Puppets started by
Christine w/
William &
Kevin

Family
ministries

Inclusion - we would
like to be more
inclusive but still
mainly white
middle-age people
after all these years.

I like
someone
reading a
story to me

See kids
lead service
1x/
quarter

Change: Children
accepted
(grudgingly) now,
post Strategic
Plan 2015

aspiring and
practicing being a
multi-generational
community in
specific ways

Pre-
COVID =
puppets

RE Town
halls

Singing kids
out - bridge
- sense of
belonging

Works
better for
adults (NW
corner)

More transitions
acknowledged in
church - light
chalice / 5th
graders --> youth

Time for all ages
in sanctuary should be more
directed at
children (not adult
theme)

Wanted kids to be able
to have community to
go back to. Likeminded
individuals with similar
values with which they
can relate.

Learning
about issues
that younger
people care
about

Youth
added to
Worship
Leaders

Youth and La
Amikoj fused
occassionally

Parents want
church to be
time off from
parenting
duties

TedTalk
topic

change
comes
from next
generation

Multi-
media

Training /
working with
committees to
think about how
to involve youth

Programs that can
help younger
people feel like
engaged in
working toward
SOLUTIONS

Every
transition of
youth to next
stages -->
rebuilding

Supporting
Children

What could we
do that would
appeal to
young folks?

Possibility:
RE just
during 1
service

RE Council work to find
"job descriptions" for
youth on various
committees / modeling
how to be UU and
serve at church

RE Council
mission
change: vision
statement

Presence
online to
attract
younger
people

RE - how
connects or
not to
youth

Rock bands vibrant music,
services &
lighting

Encourage
parent / kid
usher
partners
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Multigenerational Congregation
(cont'd)

Should
RE be
about E?

Family
ministry
instead of
Religious
Education

Regularly
seed
extended
families

Multi-
generational
retreats (kids
camp as
model)

Use extended
family model
to support
families at
church

Learning sessions
for extended
families? (sermon,
workshops,
mentoring?)

Knitting all
ages in all
parts of
church

Post-covid is an
opportunity to
restructure RE
around a whole
new concept!

Provide social, fun
time for youth
(with stealth
education/values)

Build resilient
people and
relationships
through long-term
connections

Use extended
family model for
multigeneration
al extended
families

Embrace
welcoming,
multigeneratio
nal approach
to church

Key

Story

Soul
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Re-engagement / Supporting Each Other

Coffee hour
after both
services

That feeling
of having
found a
home

Caring
network as
more than a
committee

Deepening
relationships in
this large
community
through small
groups

Make room for
people who think
differently and
then love them
and what they
bring

People learn to
connect/
support each
other in their
neighborhoods

Lots of new
faces, lots
of new
attendees

Dramatic
growth

SUPPORT

Connectedness

Janet invites new members
to dinner/lunch. Asks what
they want from a church.
Listening makes more
welcoming situation for
people.

2011?
started
Edgewood
branch

Sensitivity of
identifying needs
of those around
us and being
willing & able to
respond

Building a
beloved
community

Comfort
of kindred
spirits

Passion for
relationship

Christine suggested a
branch
started the branch ??
Now we have ~20 people
who attend. We've been in
person since May after
small groups were allowed
on campus.

We're
good at
funerals.

Open-
mindedness

Being the
community we
wish to see in
the world

Connected
to other
people.

Reminder
of my
worth

Respect

True
Empathy

Advocacy
/ Interest
Groups

made me want
to join this
church - open
and supportive

When I first
attended UU, I was
surprised how
accepted I felt. This
is why I have been
involved.

"Lifesaver
to me"

Survey showed
human
connections
were valued by
members.

Extended
family

Making sure
people know
the church will
still be here.

Inviting and
celebrating
differences

Can feel
inclusivity

Few people
from Socorro
joined ABQ
Zoom services

Safe space
when
Trump
elected

Big church - the
membership went
up after 2016
election, but not
here in our small
ranch town

Fun and
interesting
people

Faith in growth of
our church as a
place where people
feel welcome,
challenged, and
supported

Marion went to
the main
campus and did
not get anyone
to greet her

Way church
has handled
COVID - shows
care for safety

Grief
group

Difference
groups - make
everyone
welcome

Emailed Bob - linked
me to another
congregation
member who was
queer. Part of
community!

Getting
people
inspired to
get engaged

I've been asked to
do a lot for the
church. But when
I asked, they gave
so readily!

We look out
for each other.
If you need
help, you can
find it.

Acceptance
and
support

We make our
church
community
welcoming to
each other

Our
people

Nonfiction
book club

Care Team
initiated
2018?

A sense of
belonging

Discussions

Caring for
members
and friends

Like
minded
people

caring for
people within
and without
the church

What do we
have in
common -- use
that as a
starting point

Connections making
everyone feel
safe in the
community

We were in the forefront of
technology. We started the
video recordings of
sermons and distributed to
other congregations
around the country. This
technology enabled the
establishment of First U
branch operations.

Broaden
the way we
engage?

Covenant
Groups

Branches

Key
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Re-engagement / Supporting Each Other
(cont'd)
how to
maintain /
deepen
connection if
we grow

Being
together
again

Create a
"Zoom
Branch" of
our church

Rebuilding
attendance
post-COVID

Seems to be a need
for more
communication and
an active liaison.
Since pandemic, no
one has asked us
how we are doing.

Would like more
communications
between main
church and our
congregation. It
would be great.

Give branches/
outreach the
things zoom gives
them but branch
churches didn't
get (hymns & etc)

Zoom
church for
smaller
groups?

We are challenged to
rebuild beloved community
within the church post-
COVID (member
relationships, programs,
leadership, committees, RE,
social justice, etc)

Transportation
for people
who can't get
to church

Thanks to Ken and Joy - we
were able to have a ZOOM
breakout after the service
for our coffee hour. It was
wonderful not to be cut off
since we continue to be
involved with the main
service.

Open Invitation City members and
friends should come
out and visit East
Mtn/Edgewood
group. Potluck is
included.

Would be helpful
to have the ABQ
branch come out
& visit Edgewood
congregation.

Groups still
doing
meetings at
church

Branch
Churches
Started

Chat rooms after
services are helping
us get to know each
other better. I would
like to see this
continue when we
meet in person.

nurture a culture
wherein folks are
comfortable asking
for help and the
church community
is able to meet
those needs

Find ways to
help people
make personal
connections

Make
everyone
feel
included

Build
familiarity /
roles with
people

Automatically
put people
into family
groups

Not as
connected

Learn to be
more vulnerable
to each other (to
deepen our
relationships)

This year there
has been a new
effort for new
member like new
section in our
eBroadcast.

Deepening
relationships in
this large
community
through small
groups

Online has
been hard to
all be together
online

Church should have a
corner reserved for New
Members corner/new
comers corner. Don't have
to wait for a regular
member to approach new
members.

To build a
culture of
abundant
care and love

1:1
relationship

Good
community for
multiple faiths comfortable and
won't be judged

Freedom to
choose own
path and still
form stronger
community

Re-visit our
covenant -- it
doesn't
capture our
church

making sure that
all members feel
part of a
community where
they are known &
valued

Stay
active

Ministers
need to be
more
involved

A place of refuge
from for people
who feel different
from people
around them (e.g.,
political)

Some of our local
church members
have not attended
the main campus.

Responsive to
new members.
Name tags on
second visit.

The church is
accepting in a
world of non-
acceptance

Talked with
Christine about
my marriage.
Very
compassionate.

Soul

Calling

Phase
2

Ministry
committee,
intern
committee, Arts
Committee

Key

Story

Re-engagement / Supporting Each Other
(cont'd)
Idea: Have an ongoing
group who does
listening sessions,
surveys and other
activities to keep a
constant pulse on the
congregation

Observation: a lot of issues in
our cohort have been resolved.
We belong to a lavender family
that shares our common
concerns, but it fell apart on its
own. We no longer need it
anymore since we are accepted
into the mainstream. This
growth was phenomenal. This
has been an integration that is a
good success story.

Annual
Meeting progress
toward
Strategic Plan

Revisit what
we're about:
What is our
2020s
covenant?

Purchase of East Mtn
building is part of our
continual growth. It made
us really focused on how
we develop our donor base
and how we interact with
our members . Now we
are purchaing ARC building

Lean in on
how we
minister to
and nurture
each other

Revisit our "How
To"s. Zoom,
branches,
meetings, groups
to deepen
relationships

Edgewood UU branch
continues to have regular
involvement with its own
community and
congregants. It continues
to have its own convenant
group (8)

Be compassionate
and intentional
about how we
build and deepen
community

Youth adviser role - how lucky the youth
are at conferences and camps to engage
with covenant at a level that's not
available to adult congregants in the
churches. To move forward addressing
racism in our congregations, we need to
examine covenant as something that we
live, is meaningful, can be used to call
each other into community. When we
have hurt each other when we step out
of covenant, we need to lift up and
engage in covenant.
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Campus / Physical & Communications Infrastructure

Our physical
space is used well
to support other
groups that we
care about

Capital
campaign
Sanctuary
Build

Got fenced area
around habitat
area where
doors out from
social hall

Fence around
habitat area safety for
children (RE
input)

Building
new
sanctuary

East
Mountain
Branch

Annual
Fundraiser

Founded
in 1950

Successful
building and
opening of
social hall
2019

Making
rooms /
buildings
accessible

Now social hall,
then sanctuary
built because
outgrew first
sanctuary (now
Memorial Hall)

Stewardship
became
Radical
Generosity

COVID exposed
dilemma/issues for
people on fixed
income or stressed
finances for people
within the church

Different service
times, including
evening service
and then just 2
morning services

Social Hall need for
children's area
(Blackboard,
toys, activities)

Big new
sanctuary
quickly felt
small

Church is
pretty
accessible

Would love to do
playground - get
rid of wood
(doesn't comply
with insurance
regs)

La Puerta leaving
a big church
conflict, but
everyone better
off eventually

Vibrant feel
between
Sanctuary, Social
Hall, Courtyard,
RE Wing

Love that we
have property
to South to
work with

Challenges to
integrating Arc
Building into
campus: Grade
change, building
oriented to South

Campus
Master Plan - 2
story Arnold /
Wesson

Need a
fragrance-free
section in the
Sanctuary for
services

Space&team
beyond
visual arts

RE
Building
built

Large
church

Big empty
lot to our
West (who
owns?)

Refurbishment
of RE anonymous
$10K donation

New
social
hall

Love
tree

Beautiful
campus

Wesson wanted
to clean it

Learned
that dust
isn't dirt

New
people tour of
campus

Continuing
orientation

Campus
feels like
an oasis

Mountain
Desert
District
hosting

New
sanctuary
- 2016

Our gardens
have impact
on people /
our mural

How use
Arc
Building?

Tear down Wesson
Wing, create
another opening in
center of our
campus - connect
Arc Building

Safety around our
perimeter. Thefts
in parking areas.
(Feedback from
Board)

Security concerns
- Catalytic
converters stolen
from parking lots

What happens
if don't get
closer to
meeting
budget?

Scheduling of
white fragility
group - back to
back. No time for
set up / tear down

Walked in on
AA meeting.
Thought had
10 min to set
up

Didn't
know
memorial
was there

The mural has a strong
visual impact. So inclusive,
so inviting, and so
welcoming. To many, this
really symbolizes what the
church means to everyone.
The mural was a key for
the new Sanctuary. Very
Centering -

Should give
Rev Jane Davis
an office in the
ARC building

Sermon about
dreams (of
new
sanctuary)

Take holistic look at
entire infrastructure
to maximize its use
to express our
values and support
our mission

Use buildings
to support
outreach and
partner
organizations

Figure out
Branch
needs

Be mindful of
issues of
privilege when
making that
plan

Ensure
facilities are
child friendly
and accessible

Key
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Social Justice / Actions
ESL
Tutoring
began

Hosting
homeless
families

We do
things for
the rest of
the world.

Connect via
activities in
the
community

Connection to
NM Interfaith
Power & Light

Social
Justice

Immigrant
crisis

Trump and
consequent
social
justice

Family
Promise
volunteering

impact to
to our
community

Welcoming
congregation

Linking to
other
churches interfaith

Criminalization
of Social
Justice work
(during
Obama)

being unafraid
to speak out
on current
issues

Socorro
Branch
adopted mile
of highway

Angela as forefront
of leadership in
Interfaith group Civic Plaza rallies speaking. Feel pride.
makes so much
sense.

Citizenship classes,
then in 2019 {?}
church began to pay
for citizenship test
for applicants from
our program.

Change for the Future "Change for Change"
coins to support local
community and activity
group - we are
connecting with the
local community here

Issues of
outside world
drive people
toward us...

Responsiveness
to community
needs

Liberalism /
progressive

Social
Justice
Council

Immigration
- year of
study

closely tied with the
WoodsEnd church,
Christian-affliated,
don't know if they
have a large
congregation

Service to our
community,
nation, and
the world

The church
responds and
the
congregation
steps up

Support hosting
immigrant
families.
Accompaniment.

Angela discussing
about gender
issues, definitions,
myths and
misconceptions

Sermon
on
abortions

Example:
Xeriscaping on
our campus /
habitat

Didn't come for
social activism - but
became more
enlightened, called
to contribute as part
of spiritual journey

Action that
speaks for
itself

Christine
talking about
learning how
to use a gun

Soul of the
church is
about its
values.

Grow with
the better
parts of our
society

Christine and
Angela team
talked about
getting abortions.
Very powerful!

commitment to
social justice

Walking &
living the talk
in a real christ-
like way

Resource for
understanding
social issues

Closely
knit small
group.

Courageously
moving
forward with
big ideas

Working to
make the
world a
better place

Care and
concern for
humanity
and world

Courageously
moving
forward with
big ideas

many things taken
on by a champion,
and when that
champion moves
on, it dies

Connecting
with other
congregations
of other faiths
in our City

Service has been the soul
of this church. When
members are given an
opportunity or asked, each
of us is willing to engage in
the work to be done. Each
of us bring skills, gifts,
and/or resources and they
are offered gladly.

Supporting
members so
they can go
out into the
community

Impactful
actions - on
environment

We area
asked to
step up and
we do

UU
participates
in Gay Pride
parade

social
justice
action

The church
responds and
the
congregation
steps up

Water run
to Mexican
city

Social
Justice

being unafraid
to speak out
on current
issues

Social
action, being
socially
responsible

Environmental
Justice

Increasingly taking
responsibility in our
community, diverse
populations, for the
Earth

Impactful
actions - on
people's
lives
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Social Justice / Actions
(cont'd)
Hilary -she was
concerned that we
emphasize social
justice. We should
have a social justice
coordinator.

Immigration is a huge
issue, very important for
actions, though we do not
know what actions. First
UU has been involved, but
it is a complex issue.
President Biden is puzzled
himself. If anyone has new
ideas, we'd loved to help.

Big
Brothers,
Big Sisters

Be a voice in
police reform
issue locally
and nationally

Activities
with impact
on people

Bring back
paid Social
Justice
Coordinator

Supporting each
other as work on
envir. issues
(which can be
disheartening /
discouraging)

Avoid
contributing to
destruction of
our world

Draw Down thinking of people in
different areas of
challenge (water,
electricity, housing) Farm industry

Angela leadership
on
immigration

What issues
are we called
to lead as a
congregation?

being leaders in
social justice--
both to effect
changes and to be
models for others

The foundation is very
solid. This gives us
confidence that we can
meet the needs of our
community. Maybe our
next step is becoming
leaders in our community
because of our foundation.

Wider church's/ABQ
church's calling is to
lift up a prophetic
vision that will take
us toward collective
liberation.

food
pantry

Ken and Joy
have been
involved with
Food Pantry

Angela has been more
outreaching to external
communities. This shift
of leadership brought
in newer ideas and
more outward thinking.

More
connection to
other faith-
based
religions

What can we
do as indiv,
church, etc. in
all areas for
enviro justice?

Coming together
with other groups
in the community
working on same
issues

Have campus /
facilities that can
host community
events that raise
awareness

ESL, Tutoring, and
foodbank are comparable
to our size, but they seem a
little siloed. One exception
is family promise. That
seems to engage
externally??

Continue
family promise
and successful
programs

Events where
we invite the
wider
community

Source of
information to
counteract
dominant
culture

Become a leading
church within
Albuquerque's
ecumenical
community

Increase
participation in
interfaith coalitions
demonstrating the
UU is a partnering
faith tradition

Dedicated rooms
for social justice
groups (e.g., office
or meeting spaces
in the ARC
building)

Use our buildings
to our best
advantage -- use it
to promote our
vision to the wider
community

Take
ownership of
facts - steer us
into social
justice

UU has an oppoturnity
to influence our
community locally, like
ESL program, but we
can do more, such as
the ARC building

Social Justice
work in wider
community /
other orgs

To be called as
a community
to be
something
more

Anti-racism
and anti-
oppression

consciousness
raising re
white and
class privilege

sustain and expand our
outreach to the greater
community with
programs such as Food
Bank, ESL Tutoring,
after-school tutoring,
citizenship classes . . .

Silo may be a reflection
of the people who
organize those
programs. This church
has a really good
reputation to the
external communities.

Make a
better
world

Intersectio
nality of
enviro
conditions

Meta crisis:
racial,
economic,
enviro

Economic
justice

The church explored the
idea of becoming a
sanctuary, and getting the
shower into the social hall
was working towards that
goal. Then Covid hit. We
have not been able to fully
utilizing our new Social
Hall.

Environmental
Justice

Addressing
the Climate
Crisis

Racial
justice

Use our
buildings to be a
force/outreach
in the
community

Environment change our
habits, how
things are
done

Deepen
Faithworks
work with
food pantry

Daycare -Expand
availability

We have not been as involved
with UUA and only a few people
been to GA. The groundwell of
activism because of the events in
the past year, and we have an
opportunity to get involved with
our neighbors and our
community to take the message
to them.

ESL

Work with
homeless
shelter

Connection to
neighborhood
to the West
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Social Justice / Actions
(cont'd)
Offer our
church facilities
to social justice
organizations
we support

Act on social
justice in
multiple ways:
learn, do,
engage
Learn
(sermons,
books, study
groups,
forums)

Engage (join
faith groups,
march, lobby,
engage)

Be leaders in
social justice
in the larger
community
Do (service
projects, ongoing
activities, take
home, dig dirt,
sort trash)

Strengthen our
connection to
established social
justice
organizations in
the community

Develop and
support next
generation
leaders

Working at all
levels on
interconnected
issues: racial,
economic,
environmental

Join with other
faith
communities
in social justice
action

Provide
counter-culture
narratives that
champion our
values

Be courageous in
trying new
solutions (and
letting go of what
doesn't work)

Remember and
celebrate our
past successes
as we take on
new challenges
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Outreach / Growth
Multigenerational
New Mexicans. Our
church has reached
out to groups with
diverse backgrounds
was a draw.

There are many
people "lurking"
to figure out how
we do things.
Lean into that and
be an influence

Be a Sagebrush
church in terms
of multimedia to
reach a wider
community

fellowship
and
outreach

More people
can come to
church
online

Serving
people in
other
places

Highway
sign
informs
newcomers

Families all across
the country
coming together
through our
worship offerings

We are
growing
church

Our musical
events draw
people

UU principles are what
we need in the larger
community in this time
of discourse. This is
exactly the message we
need to spread. It is
our calling.

Get our
message out
to different
people

Market
ourselves
better

connect to
larger
community share what
UUism is

Provide
services in
Spanish, other
languages

Open our
doors to
diversity (and
be ready to
grow)

Mariachi,
flamenco
dancers

Host events that
elevate our
presence,
mission, and
values in the
community

Invited pro-
gun friend to
Christine's
sermon on
guns

Use our hybrid
services to
attract and
keep new
members

Instagram?

Update out
web site to be
more useful -easier to find
stuff

Our church
as a liberal
beacon

Build on Zoom
learning to
push our
church beyond
its walls

Calling

Phase
2

Leverage
technology and
social media for
outreach and
growth

Poetry
slam

Key

Story
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Spirituality / Worship

dramatic
increase in lay
participation in
services ~2005

When I
learned that
Christine
was a Taoist

learning to
live from
the heart

PoC group
is meeting
my spiritual
needs

Give more
meaningful
happenings /
roles in sanctuary
to connect to it

Religious
experience
yet liberal

Chalice Choir,
Director
Susan Peck
came

Appreciative of the depth
of services that benefit all
attendees. Enjoy helping
projects and listening to
learn about the complexity
of what it takes to put this
together.

Seven
principles
speak to
many

Belief in
Science is
encouraged

Worship has
transitioned during
the 2010s away
from improv to
carefully planned,
choreographed and
implemented

Stoles for
interns/
ministers: Kitty
--> Carmen

Encouragement
to let people
create their own
spiritual journey

Values
that we
live

Creating
sacred
space and
ritual

Services =
reminder
of what I
believe

Worship more
structured.
Everything
planned

Loved
Sunday
service

Music
Program

Having a
safe place
to worship

Too big for
individual
sharing during
worship

Having a place
to question
what my beliefs
are, learn about
other beliefs

Joyful,
respectful,
inviting,
celebrating

Timely
Sermons

Sermons that
tread lightly on
the issues and
kindly frame
both sides

Christine introduced a
more spiritual tone in
Sunday services.
Honoring Humanism
while recognizing other
legitimate UU
professions of faith.

Access to
Sunday and
Vespers
services

Priesthood
of all
believers

Source
of
learning

Not sure if the
whole church
will meet my
spiritual needs

Choir

Worship
more
"improv" Plan
on the side

Link
spirituality
+ social
justice

UU became
sanctuary didn't know
what I believed

Better focus
on worship
leader
training

Spiritual

A religion that
constantly and
deliberately
reinvents itself

Great
music,
great art

If it wasn't for the
zoom meetings, we
might not have as
many people
returning in person
when we were able
to.

freedom
of ideas
(no creed)

Church fulfills
an aspect of my
spiritual need space/time to
meditate

Live,
dynamic,
interactive

Soft influence from people
doing own thing
that piques your
interest and
changes you

Growth - ideals
of freedom of
belief but
community

CUUPS

Humanism
responsibility
for our lives is
ours and ours
alone

Hybrid
approach
to worship

Host guest
ministers
from across
state / U.S.

Sacred space:
Clapping
messes it up.

Connecting to
other UU
congregations
around globe learning what do

As difficult as this year has
been, the UU has used the
remote platform with
ingenious ideas. The Zoom
sessions have been very
satisfying and by keeping
the feelings alive for the
congregation. It made a
huge difference.

Put branches
more in-step with
what's going on at
church (sermons
on same day)

Recent focus on survival.
Shutting down of in-person
services and lack of interest
in ABQ Zoom services, I've
focused on getting people
back into Sunday afternoon
habit.

Beautiful high
quality worship -keep the high
standards and be
more inclusive

Honor people
who want
church but
not services

Creative,
inclusive
services

Principles
/ Sources

Respect
everyone
and
ourselves

Worship
Coordinators
- plan
services

Creative
sermons

Soul
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Spirituality / Worship
(cont'd)
Spirituality
+ Social
Justice

Growing to love
people you were
once terribly
frustrated and
annoyed by

Term
"spirituality'
hard for me.
Not well-
defined.

Hybrid /
Zoom
church
Dedicated
space for
music

The church
takes me out
of my comfort
zone in a good
way.

Co-hosting
with other
UU church

Seminars /
courses different
teachings,
philosophies

Care for the
community
and the Earth
in concentric
circles

Personal
Evolving /
deepening
spirituality

Attend
other UU
services
online!

Better focus
on worship
leader
training

Spirituality
+ Music

Beliefs
and
pronouns

Co-hosted
worship
service with
another UU
church

Coordination
with
Branches

Allow
others
to thrive
We do a great job
with Zoom. Let's
keep it somehow.
(Many like it better
than the branch
experience)

Multiple
sources
enriches
our church

Being part of
community that
has those
connections /
principles =
spirituality

Chalice
lighting /
reading

Church
widening
its own
circle

Approach things
in a
compassionate
way

Not
"boxed into"
church
mentality

Richness in
diversity of
theology

Search in
multiple places
for meaning
and good
ideas

Nice to feel
cared for by
your spirit
congregation.

Church is very
open to new
ideas. Ex, spiritual
journaling. Willing
to try new things.

Nourish the
members that we
have out here.
This area is not
the liberal
territory.

Caring about one
another and seeking
spiritual truth together

Annemarie was able to re-
connect with her Erie
congregation this past year
because of the remote
platform and reignited her
interests with her previous
congregation. That was
great.

Key

Story

Soul

Calling

Phase
2

Staff / Ministerial Leadership
Christine
retired 2018

Christine's
history is
invaluable

Angela
called

Angela
hired

Angela as
Assistant
Minister

Female
minister
presence connections

Quality of
our
ministers

Liked Rev.
Bob
personality
+ sermons

Bob
came 2019

Hiring
Bob La
Vallee

Hired
Rev Bob

Donated $ to do
ministerial interns
(Congregation =
teachers and
mentors), Broader
perspective

We became
a teaching
church
(Interns)

Interns brought new
spin,
interpretations

One storyline
seems to be
growth and
training of our
ministerial team
(and elsewhere)

Very optimistic for
our future for our
leadership team.
Susan Peck is
wonderful too.

Dan 2017

Jane intern

James intern 2016

We have great
leadership.
Angela & Bob are
wonderful. Bob is
fitting to be
Associate minister

Church asked DRE
to become
credentialed prof.
in field investment in
time and $

Mia
hired full
time DRE

Investing in RE
staff as priority
and for
stability /
consistency

Lucy
Crane

Created DOO
position (Paul
Browne)

Reorganization to
handle growth staff, governance,
forums, more
services, etc.

We now have the
confidence to go
and grow because
of our own history
and experience

Christine
resigned, Angela
became our Sr.
Minister 2018

Stability in church ministry:
Christine as Senior Minister
for 29 years. Then retired.
Angela hired as Associate
Minister in 2010, then
called by the congregation
as senior minister in 2017.

Overall, we've
done an
excellent job
with staffing
and ministry

Tending to our growth
has taken a lot of our
own energy. Focusing
on this task may have
steered us away from
other activities?

At times, we've
suffered from
staffing issues

Improve how we
recruit and
manage human
resources to
better support
our ministers

Hiring
practice

Key

Story

Soul

Calling

Phase
2

Miscellaneous Comments
Didn't figure
out pledging
online. More
complicated.

What's
needed
now? (post-
pandemic)

EXTRA: How do we compare
NOW to 2015 Strategic Plan?
The strategic direction of the
previous plan included social
justice, RE, volunteer
development, communication
technology, and social bonds.
What was the outcome of these
directions and how can/ will they
support the new strategic plan
being developed?

Transition point on our
calling. This fall, we
anticipate that as we
settle in, we will
transition to some
other calling. Doesn't
know what that is yet.

Key
Story
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2

